
Appendix A Probabilistic Assessment
Cases for Alloy 82/1 82
Dissimilar Metal Welds in
Primary System Piping

A.1 Scope of assessment

The probabilistic modeling presented in this appendix explicitly considers two
example large-diameter Alloy 82/182 dissimilar metal welds in PWR primary
system piping: a reactor vessel outlet nozzle operating at reactor hot-leg
temperature and a reactor coolant pump (RCP) suction/discharge nozzle
operating at reactor cold-leg temperature. Through sensitivity cases such as for
the magnitude of pipe moment loads at the nozzle location, these two cases
effectively represent the effects of peening mitigation of all large-diameter butt
welds including reactor vessel outlet and inlet nozzles in Westinghouse-designed
plants and RCP suction/discharge nozzles in CE- and B&W-designed plants.

Given the relatively large calculated benefit of peening mitigation for these
components as presented below, the conclusions regarding appropriate inspection
relief following peening may be extended to moderately sized DMWs such as
reactor vessel safety injection nozzles in Westinghouse-designed plants and
reactor vessel core flood nozzles in B&W-designed plants.

A.2 Probabilistic modeling methodology

The integrated probabilistic modeling framework that is used to study the effect of
peening on DM weld PWSCC combines the individual models discussed in
Sections A.3 through A.6. Namely, this integrated probabilistic modeling
framework is used to predict leakage criterion statistics over the lifetime of the unit,
which are discussed in Section A.7. Results generated with this model, using the
inputs and uncertainties discussed in Section A.8, are given in Section A.9.

The DM weld probabilistic model described in this appendix applies a framework
similar to that of the xLPR probabilistic software tool ([1], [2]), which is currently
under development under sponsorship of NRC and EPRI.10 For example:

o This project, known as xLPR for Extremely Low Probability of Rupture, is developing a fully

probabilistic, fracture-mechanics-base-d compugationril tool to evalu-ate the rupture probability of
reactor coolant piping. In the xLPR Pilot Study [2] concluded in 2011, the project was focused on
evaluating pipe rupture probabilities within Alloy 82/182 dissimilar metal welds located in lines
licensed for leak-before-break (LBB) as allowed under General Design Criterion 4,
"Environmental and Dynamic Effects Design Bases," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for
Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR 50.
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" Uncertainty propagation is handled by sampling input and parameter values
from appropriately selected probability distributions (with appropriately
selected bounds) in the main model loop, prior to the time looping structure.
It is noted that for simplicity the model discussed in this report does not treat
differently epistemic (i.e., due to incomplete knowledge) and aleatory (i.e.,
due to random variation) uncertainties.

" Event scheduling for a given weld, including operating, mitigation,
inspection, and PWSCC initiation times, is developed in the main loop prior
to entering the time looping structure.

" If one or more of the predicted PWSCC initiation times, adjusted for
differences in stress and temperature, are less than the final operating time
and the peening time (if applied), the time looping structure is entered. Each
active flaw is allowed to grow until it coalescences with another active flaw, it
achieves through-wall crack growth, it is detected and repaired, or it reaches
the end of the operation partially through-wall.

" Initiations, leaks, repairs, among other events, are tracked as a function of
operating cycle for each Monte Carlo realization and summary statistics are
compiled at the end of each Monte Carlo run.

The probabilistic model discussed in this report has the added capability (relative
to the xLPR tool) of allowing correlation of selected input parameters during
runtime. Specifically, multi-dimensional normal deviates are computed using a
covariance matrix Cholesky-decomposition-based approach as discussed in [3].
For a given pair of correlated input parameters, a Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient, which provides a measure of the strength of the linear
relationship between two variables, is specified and the pair of correlated random
deviates is then used to sample the relevant input parameter distributions. The
Pearson coefficient provides a measure of the strength of the linear relationship
between two variables where a value of 1 indicates a perfect positive correlation
(i.e., a perfect linear correlation with a positive slope), a value of-1 indicates a
perfect negative correlation (i.e., a perfect linear correlation with a negative
slope), and a value of 0 indicates that there is no linear relationship between the
given variables.

It is noted that for convenience of analysis, the probabilistic model described in
this report has been designed to simulate up to three distinct DM welds (i.e.,
welds with different geometries, temperatures, inspection and mitigation
schedules, etc.) during a single Monte Carlo run.

In similar fashion to the structure of the xLPR tool, the model is made up of a
main loop with an internal time looping structure. Inside the time looping
structure, a flaw looping structures are included to account for multiple flaws and
their potential interaction. A high level presentation of the main loop of the
probabilistic model for a given weld is presented in Figure A-1 and a more
detailed presentation of the time looping structure is given in Figure A-2. The
remainder of this section provides an end-to-end description of a DM weld
Monte Carlo run.
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The initial conditions for the run are defined prior to entering the main loop.
These initial conditions include all input parameters that remain constant
throughout the run, such as the number and length of operating cycles, the
frequency of inspections, certain weld geometry attributes, and the times of
mitigation.

Following the definition of the initial conditions the main loop is entered. The
main loop is cycled for each Monte Carlo realization and is exited once all of the
user-specified Monte Carlo realizations have been completed. After exiting the
main loop, the program evaluates the results of the run, outputs certain
information relevant to the study, and terminates the run.

At the beginning of each Monte Carlo realization, the values of the distributed
inputs (detailed in Section A.8) are determined by random sampling. The
distributions for each of the distributed inputs are user-defined. The program
then calls the load models (detailed in Section A.3) to determine the relevant
circumferential or axial loads (including peening loads if peening is scheduled
before the end of plant operation).

Once all stresses have been determined from the load model, the program
invokes the initiation model (detailed in Section A.4) to predict the initiation
times at all potential flaw sites. The flaw initiation times are compared to the
"initiation end time": the final operating time or, if peening is scheduled, the
peening application time. It is assumed that flaws may not initiate on the
component surface after the application of peening. The current Monte Carlo
realization is terminated if all of the predicted initiation times exceed the
"initiation end time". If not, the initiation model assigns initiation conditions to
each flaw with an initiation time occurring before the "initiation end time."
These flaws are "scheduled to initiate". Subsequently, the Monte Carlo
realization enters the time looping structure.

The time looping structure is composed of an outer cycle-by-cycle loop with a
nested within-cycle loop. The cycle-by-cycle loop may be terminated if all flaws
that have been "scheduled to initiate" have been repaired. If this occurs, the
program exits the time loop structure, stores relevant information, and cycles to
the next Monte Carlo realization.

The within-cycle loop is entered if there is an active flaw whose initiation time is
less than the time of the end of the current operating cycle. Immediately prior to
entering the within-cycle loop, any peening application that is scheduled for the
current cycle is invoked resulting in new stress profiles utilized to predict crack
growth.

If no flaw initiations occur prior to the end of the current sub-step in the within-
cycle loop, the sub-step is skipped. Otherwise, at the beginning of each sub-step,
the stress intensity factor for each active flaw is calculated based on the geometry
of the flaw and the stress profile at the beginning of the sub-step. During each
sub-step, all active flaws are grown using the flaw propagation model (detailed in
Section A.5) that determines the flaw propagation rate and increases the depth
and length of the flaw at a constant rate for the duration of the sub-step.
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Before completing a given sub-step, the program checks if any flaw has reached
through-wall, and if so, the cycle number is stored for a statistical summary
generated at the end of Monte Carlo run. The exception to this is if a flaw
achieves through-wall crack growth before a user-defined past inspection time for
which it is assumed that no flaws have leaked or been detected (i.e., credit is
taken for the fact that the modeled DM weld has not leaked or had detected
cracks up to a user defined time); in this case, the Monte Carlo realization is
restarted with newly sampled values. For DM welds, when through-wall growth
occurs (and its timing does not contradict the results of the assumed past
inspection), the current realization is terminated and the program returns to the
start of the main loop (contrary to RPVHPNs whose simulation continues to
check for nozzle ejection).

At the end of each sub-step, if multiple flaws are active, the coalescence model
(detailed in Section A.5.4) is used to consolidate circumferential flaws that are
determined to be close enough to coalesce.

When all sub-steps during a given cycle have been completed, the program
determines if an examination is to be performed at the end of the current cycle,
and if the examination is to be ultrasonic (UT), eddy current (ET), or both. If so,
the UT or ET inspection models (detailed in Section A.6) are called
appropriately. If a flaw is detected, and its detection time does not contradict the
results of the assumed past inspection, the flaw is repaired and the cycle number
is stored for a statistical summary generated at the end of the Monte Carlo
simulation; the examination continues to any other active flaws. In a similar
fashion to a through-wall occurrence, if any flaw detection result contradicts the
results of the assumed past inspection, the code exits the time looping structure
without saving any results and restarts the current Monte Carlo realization from
the beginning of the main loop. If a flaw is not detected, it remains active. After
all scheduled inspections, the code returns to the cycle-by-cycle loop and
continues to the next cycle or returns to the main loop if the cycle-by-cycle loop
is complete.
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Figure A- I
DM Weld Probabilistic Model Flow Chart: Main Loop
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Figure A-2
DM Weld Probabilistic Model Flow Chart: Detail of Time Loop



A.3 Load and stress model

Load models are used to calculate the stress in the DM weld component during
each Monte Carlo realization. The crack initiation and crack growth models
utilize this information. Separate load models are used for hoop stresses (driving
axial cracks) and axial stresses (driving circumferential cracks)n.

The load models account for welding residual stresses, internal pressure, and
piping loads (dead weight, thermal expansion, and thermal stratification, if
applicable). In addition, a peening residual stress model is introduced for
modeling crack growth during cycles after a peening application. The load
models differentiate between residual stress and operational stress (which can all
be combined to get total stress) as well as membrane stress and bending stress;
the initiation and growth models use these differentiations at various steps.

The DM weld load models described in this report use many of the same general
methodologies used by the xLPR Pilot Study program [2]. Significant differences
between the models used in this study and those used in the xLPR Pilot Study
include the following:

" Both axial and circumferential cracks are considered in this analysis. Because
this study concentrates on the probability of through-wall crack growth and
leakage rather than the probability of rupture, it was necessary to include
axial flaws in the analysis.

" Peening residual stresses are modeled. The peening models are based on data
and qualitative information provided by peening vendors (Hitachi-GE,
Toshiba, MHI) as documented in MRP-267 Revision 1 [4]. These models
are pertinent because the main goal of this report is to assess the impact of
peening on component performance with respect to leak mitigation (and
ejection mitigation for RPVHPNs).

" No seismic loads (which affect crack stability but not subcritical crack
growth) are considered in the analysis reported here. For simplicity, the
failure criterion in the current study was selected to be a through-wall crack.
Therefore, demonstrated crack stability during seismic events is not relevant.

* Thermal stratification loads are not included in this study. The xLPR Pilot
Study investigated PWSCC degradation for a pressurizer surge nozzle, and
thus included thermal stratification loads.

In the same manner as for the xLPR Pilot Study, it is assumed that the residual
stress profile does not vary around the circumference (i.e., all residual stresses are
axisymmetric).

The methodologies for calculating stresses due to internal pressure and piping
loads (operational loads), component welding, and peening are discussed in
Sections A.3.1, A.3.2, A.3.3, respectively. Considerations for the effects of

" The subscripts "h" and "a" will be used to differentiate between hoop and axial stresses.
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temperature and load cycling are discussed in Section A.3.4. The load model for
initiation and growth is summarized fully in Section A.3.5.

A.3.1 Internal pressure and piping loads

Pipe stresses due to internal pressure, in the hoop and axial directions, are
calculated using thin-walled cylindrical shell equations:

PD,
°'P'h 2t [A-l]

2t

PD,
2

urp'. (D, + 2t2 _ D2 [A-2]

where P is the normal operating pressure, Di is the pipe inner diameter, and t is
the pipe thickness.

For both axial and circumferential cracks, a crack face pressure stress equal to the
operating pressure, P, is superimposed after initiation.

Other piping loads include dead weight and pipe thermal expansion. These loads
act to create a longitudinal force component, torsion, and two orthogonal
bending moments. The contribution of these loads to hoop stress is neglected.

The axial membrane stresses due to deadweight and normal thermal expansion
are calculated:

ODW a [A-3]
* A

FyrE
UNTE, A [A-4]

* A

where FDw and FNTE are the axial loads due to dead weight and normal thermal
expansion, respectively, and A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe.

The bending stress is calculated using the bending moment and torsion
components of the dead weight and normal thermal expansion piping loads (i.e.,
M,(torsion) and My and M. (bending)). The load model determines an effective
moment (Mff) as a Von Mises combination of the bending and torsional loads:
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~2Me+ M + K Mx [A51

(For the calculation results presented in this appendix, the effective pipe moment
acting on the weld cross section is an assumed input rather than calculated
through this equation. Sensitivity cases are used to assess the effect of the
magnitude of the effective moment, given its variability for actual plant
components.)

Then, using the effective moment, the OD bending stress at any azimuthal angle
(qW) is approximated as:

M R
a MB(0) cos(0) [A-6]

I- 7 (R(•, 4) [A-7]

4

where R, is the pipe outer diameter and Iis the moment of inertia of the pipe
cross-sectional area. Given this definition, WqY0 is the location of maximum
tensile stress due to bending and q918 0 ' is the location of maximum compressive
stress due to bending.

A.3.2 Welding residual stress before peening

The through-thickness residual stress profile is affected by local weld repairs and
weld starts and stops. Thus, these processes can affect the susceptibility of the
weld to initiation of PWSCC and the growth of PWSCC flaws through the
weld, and as such must be modeled. In this analysis of DM welds, as in the xLPR
Pilot Study, welding residual stress profiles are assumed to be axisymmetric and
varying through-wall. The through-wall WRS profiles in the axial and hoop
directions are detailed in the remainder of this section.

The axial load model uses a third-order polynomial function of through-wall
fraction to approximate the axial WRS profile:

~WRS.a = UO.WRSa + CIWXRa~ + (r2,WRS~,. + 0U3,Wk'a [A-8]

where x is through-wall depth from the inner diameter, 0
Omsa is the ID axial

WRS stress, and o , cs,, C si , andCT3, WRs, aare curve-fit parameters.
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The model fits the three curve-fit parameters using three constraints (identical to
those used in the xLPR Pilot Study) resulting in a system of three linear
equations:

1. The OD axial WRS (UoDWRS,,,) is defined:

'WRSa (1) = C'I),WRS,. [A-9]

2. A through-wall fraction at which axial WRS is zero (Xe) is defined:

c'w.,a (Xc) = 0 [A-101

3. The axial WRS is constrained to equilibrate through the thickness of the wall
considering the effect of curvature. Using the axisymmetric assumption, that
is:

fo'7WR R +x)dx=0 [A-11]
0

The circumferential load model uses a fourth-order polynomial function of
through-wall percentage to approximate the hoop WRS profile:

UWRS~h = UO,WRS,h + 0
U1 WRS/Z + (72,WRS,h + +h

'74,WRS,h (X4[A- 
12]

where 0S is the ID hoop WRS stress, and 0 1,WRSh6, O, 2WRSbI cr3,w and o4,WRSb

are curve-fit parameters.

The model fits the four curve-fit parameters using four constraints resulting in a
system of four linear equations:

1. The OD hoop WRS (orODwRs,h) is defined:

'WRS,h (1) = COD,WRS,h [A-131

2. The location of minimum hoop WRS (X,..) is defined:
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d (~-- WS h --

dx ' ]t -0 [A-14]

3. The minimum hoop WRS (Urnin,WRS,h) is defined:

UWR-W.h (Xmi.) = 0rmnW•S',h [A-151

4. The derivative of hoop WRS is assumed to be zero at the ID, effectively:

O71,WRSh = 0  [A- 161

A.3.3 Residual stress after peening

As discussed in the body of this report, peening has the effect of adding a thin
region of compressive stress in all three principal directions near the surface of its
application. This compressive region both prevents crack initiation (assuming the
surface stress below 20 ksi after superimposing operating stresses [5]) and slows
the growth of cracks (especially shallow cracks). For modeling purposes, a single
outage in the operating life of the plant can be selected for the application of
peening. After the application, it is assumed that no new cracks initiate and the
growth of existing cracks occurs in the presence of the post-peening residual
stress (PPRS) profile described below.

As with WRS, the peening stress profile is assumed to be axisymmetric and
varying through-wall. The through-wall PPRS, in both the hoop and axial
directions, is modeled using a piecewise stress equation that captures the essential
characteristics observed in the measured stress depth profiles reported in MRP-
267 Revision 1 [4]. The vendor-supplied stress profile data are summarized in
Table A-11 and Table A-12. The assumed PPRS profile shape is depicted in
Figure A-3 and Figure A-4 and is described in the remainder of this section
(using the symbols presented in the figures).

For modeling purposes, the post-peening profile is separated into four general
regions: the compressive region (nearest to the peened surface), the first
transition region, the second transition region, and the "minimally affected"
region (farthest from the peened surface). These regions are presented out of
spatial order below for pedagogical reasons:

Region 1: The Compressive Region

The compressive region is the thin region near the application surface where the
hoop and axial residual stresses are made compressive. This region is
characterized by a surface stress (alu0 ,S) and a penetration depth (x,,pPRs). In this
region, the PPRS profile varies linearly from the surface stress at the application
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surface to neutral stress at the penetration depth, as is reflected in the following
equation:

'PP&sW)= OPPRS +(TOOPPRS x ! O•X!- XI,PPRS [A-17]
(, XI,PPRS

Note that the argument to the PPRS equations is absolute depth as opposed to
the non-dimensional depth used by the WRS equations. This reflects the notion
that the peening profile is insensitive to the thickness of the peening component
(for thicknesses characteristic of components studied here).

The same surface stress and peening depth are applied to the axial and hoop
directions. This reflects the assumption that the peening-induced pressure waves
travel without dependence on their orientation to the peened component.
Vendor-supplied data, including orthogonal stress profiles from the same peened
component, support this assumption.

The assumption of a linear compressive region is supported by vendor-supplied
peening profile data. Across 73 peening stress profiles (spanning different
vendors, peening types, specimen types, etc.), 56 of the profiles fit with a linear
curve yielded an R2 goodness of fit metric greater than 0.75.

It is noted that the peening profile data from vendors uncovered a slight trend
between the residual surface stress after peening and the residual surface stress
prior to peening. This effect can be included in the model as a linear adjustment
to the sampled PPRS surface stress value that is dependent on the residual
surface stress before the peening application. This effect is not included for base
case results.

Region 4: The "Minimally Affected" Region

The "minimally affected" region is the portion of the PPRS profile that is far
enough (greater than the "minimally affected depth", xjppRs) from the application
surface that it does not experience a stress improvement. This region takes up the
majority of the thickness of the component and is described by the following
equations:

-PpRsW (x) = WRs, X3,pPRs <X t

[A- 18]

47PPRS,h (X) = 07 WyJSh + Ah X3 p,P& <~ X t [-8

The additive terms Aa and Ab are force balance terms included to ensure the
effective residual force on the peened through-wall element does not change due
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to peening (accounting for curvature for the axial stress case). Under the
axisymmetric assumption, that is:

Jc'wR,5 ( R, +x)dx= JT,,,S,(x)(RA +x)dx = 0
0

( , [A-19]
JcrTS,h dx = jCTYPI',h (X) dX

0 0

This modeling convention assumes that any residual tension removed near the
application surface is redistributed elsewhere through-wall. The derivation of the
force balance terms is withheld from this report for the purpose of conciseness,
but is documented internally.

Regions 2 & 3: The Transition Regions

The two transition regions are used to connect the compressive region stresses
with the "minimally affected" region stresses, preserving stress continuity
through-wall. Because little information is available to describe this transition, a
simple approach is taken.

The first transition region uses a linear equation to connect the neutral stress
location at the penetration depth to the pre-peening residual stress at the
"transition depth" (xppRs). The general equation for this is:

UPPRSd W = X - Xipp&Vu W6iXXI -Xý 2PPý [-0
X2,PPRS - XI,PPRS [

where the subscript d indicates a placeholder for the subscript a (axial) or the
subscript b (hoop).

The second transition region uses a linear equation to connect the pre-peening
residual stress at the "transition depth" to the "minimally affected" region at the
"minimally affected depth". The general equation for this is:

'7P ýd t Y'

SX - X . + d(L2= X R <ý X [A-21]

X3IPRS - X2,PP.) +-W d2R -
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A.3.4 Effect of operating temperature and load cycling

Residual stress relaxation can occur in reactor components due to temperature
and load cycling effects. This relaxation is characterized by a reduction of residual
stress magnitudes as a function of operating time. This reduction may be
especially important in this study because, if it is unaccounted for, the beneficial
impact of peening residual compressive stresses may be overestimated for later
cycles in a plant's operating life.

A simple and conservative approach is applied to model the relaxation of peening
residual stresses. In this approach, a reduction factor,fea,, is applied to the initial
peening surface stress magnitude to account for relaxation that can occur over the
life of the component:

aO0,PP& = fre.ax'0,l'PRs (t = 0) [A-22]

The initial (unrelaxed) surface stress is based on vendor-supplied data for peened
components not subjected to thermal or strain cycles. The relaxation factor is
based on vendor-supplied data for peened samples subjected to strain cycling
and/or elevated temperatures [4]. These analyses are detailed in Section A.8.5.

The use of this simple approach in lieu of a time-dependent stress relaxation
model is not considered overly conservative. Experimental data predicts that a
majority of the stress relaxation that will occur over the lifetime of a reactor head
component, subjected to typical operational conditions, will occur very early (i.e.,
during the first cycle of operation).

It is noted that relaxation is not applied to welding residual stresses with this
simple approach.

Other higher fidelity stress relaxation models were considered for
implementation, but could not be justifiably fit to the wide scatter of available
stress relaxation data. However, a best-fit time-dependent model is applied to
peening and welding residual stresses in a sensitivity case presented later to better
quantify the dependence of predicted results on the stress relaxation model.

A.3.5 Summary of load model

The models discussed in the previous sections can be combined to get total stress
applicable to crack initiation or crack growth, before or after peening, and
applicable to axial or circumferential cracks.

The DM weld initiation model considers only the surface (ID) stress and does
not include crack face pressure. Prior to peening, this results in the following
equations for axial and circumferential cracks:
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7 (9) + 0+ 0 OWrS + _-- B- ((P) [A-231

O'•D~h = aP,h + OrO,wRSh [A-24]

After peening, it is assumed that initiation cannot occur. That is, it is assumed
that the compressive residual surface stress introduced by peening is sufficient to
prevent the total surface stress during operation from reaching approximately 20
ksi(which is considered the threshold for formation of PWSCC [5]).

The growth model requires total stress as a function of through-wall depth. Prior
to peening, the total stresses for axial and circumferential cracks are:

Io~a(X'~9)07Pa + 0
DWa + aNTEa" R + Xcr(-p)+±r0

*WRSXaR, t + 'P [A-25]

afo,,h (X) ý Ph + WRS,h + P [A-261

After peening, the total stresses for axial and circumferential cracks are:

a.".ia(X,() = ~a, + CDWa. + +NTPa + 019(+ +[A-27]
+ 01,,'PX (x) + P

Urtogh (X) = CrpTh +° CrPPh (x)+ P [A-28]

Note that at most azimuthal locations on the pipe, the pressure and thermal loads
that occur during operation result in a tensile contribution to stress.
Superimposing these tensile operating stresses with the post-peening residual
stress profile results in a reduced compressive stress and a reduced compressive
layer depth at the peened surface stress. This is effectively captured in the
equations above.

A.4 Crack initiation model

This study employs a statistical Weibull approach for predicting crack initiation
and allows adjustments for operating temperature and surface stress, two factors
commonly considered significant for crack initiation prediction. Furthermore, the
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model allows for initiation of multiple flaws with axial or circumferential
orientations.

A.4. 1 Spatial Discretization of Crack Sites

In a similar fashion to the xLPR Pilot Study, to account for the possibility of
multiple cracks, the DM weld component is divided into a 19 (NA,,k) crack
initiation locations. Because this study also analyzes axial cracks, each of the 19
crack locations is given both an axial and circumferential crack site. This results in
38 total crack sites at which initiation is modeled.

The program sets the crack locations simply by dividing the 360 degrees of the
pipe ID into Ncrack equal arc lengths. By convention, the first crack location is
centered at zero degrees, resulting in the following equation for the arc length
centers (in radians):

2 (i-) i=l1...Nk [A-29]
N crack

where the subscript i will be used throughout the remainder of this appendix to
denote the different crack locations.

After initiation, crack location is randomly sampled within its respective arc
length.

A.4.2 Initiation Time for First Crack

A Weibull model has been selected for use in predicting the time of first
initiation of PWSCC in DM welds. The use of this statistical model reflects
systematic and statistical variations in material properties and environmental
conditions from part to part. Furthermore, this statistical model captures the fact
that the time between PWSCC initiation, for the population's first DM weld
component and its last DM weld component, is quite long (several decades and
even centuries). A number of distributions can be used to model failures, but the
Weibull distribution is one of the most commonly used in reliability engineering
since it can model a variety of data and life characteristics [5].

The two-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function is given as follows:

F(t) = I -e (ýa[A-30]

where F is the cumulative fraction of components with a PWSCC initiation and
t is the corresponding operating time. The Weibull slope, or shape parameter,/3,
is related to the rate at which degradation spreads through a given component
population such as steam generator tubing. The Weibull characteristic time
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parameter, 0, provides a measure of the time scale for the degradation mode of
interest. Specifically, the Weibull characteristic time is the time required to reach
a cumulative failure fraction of 0.632 (i.e., the time required for 63.2% of the
items in a given population to fail).

The Weibull slope, P, an arbitrary failure fraction, F1, (e.g., 0.1%, 1%, 10%, etc.),
and the time at which this arbitrary failure fraction is reached, t1, are provided as
inputs to the probabilistic model. The value of 0 is then determined during
runtime using Eq. [A-30]. The process by which A, F1, and t, are fit to existing
data for first crack initiation in DM welds is discussed in Section A.8.2.

Once fl and 0 are known for the current Monte Carlo realization, they can be
used to sample a reference initiation time in EDY (tr9). This sampled initiation
can be adjusted to account for temperature, material condition, and feedwater
chemistry. In this study, the initiation time is adjusted for temperature (to
convert to EFPY) using the widely accepted Arrhenius relationship:

t- = tref R e" T [A-31 ]

where Tis the absolute operating temperature, Qi is the apparent thermal
activation energy for crack initiation, R is the universal gas constant, and Tef is
the Arrhenius model absolute reference temperature.

The result, tf, is the time of the first PWSCC on the component for the current
Monte Carlo realization. As a convention, this time is attributed to the crack
located at the point of maximum tensile stress. If this point happens to be at a
circumferential crack site, it will be at the location maximum tensile bending
stress; if this point happens to be at an axial crack site, all of which experience the
same tensile stress, the crack site is arbitrary (and the axial crack site located at 00
is selected). As described in the next section, the multiple flaw initiation model
uses the first initiation time to predict the initiation times of the remaining crack
sites.

A.4.3 Initiation Time for Multiple Cracks

A Weibull model has been selected for use in predicting times of initiation of
multiple PWSCC cracks in a single DM weld component. The use of this
statistical model reflects systematic and statistical variations in material properties
and environmental conditions from location to location on a single component.
An adjustment is made for surface stress at each location to capture the known
dependence of PWSCC initiation susceptibility on surface stress.

The multiple crack initiation Weibull model uses a new Weibull slope, tPmut, or a
new rate at which PWSCC degradation spreads to multiple sites on a component
after the first crack initiation. This rate, when used to predict a time of initiation
at each crack site independently, results in more rapid crack initiation than the
time to first initiation model. This reflects the premise that there may be a
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distinct, but random, event or condition that, after its onset, promotes more
rapid PWSCC. This behavior has been observed in industry. The selection of a
value for &/,3

u, is discussed in Section A.8.2.

As in the previous section, a defined cumulative fraction at a defined time is
necessary to complete the Weibull model. Since the time provided by Eq. [A-31]
is indicative of the time of first PWSCC initiation across all 2NJVack crack sites, it
is associated with the cumulative probability (F,,,) given in Eq. [A-32] below:

F,,- 1-0.3 [-2
Fsf 2N k + 0.4 [A-32]

The shape parameter for the multiple flaw Weibull model, Omlt, is calculated
from /3mut, tp, and F1,, above using Eq. [A-30]. Then, an initiation time for each
remaining crack site, t:id, is sampled from the resulting Weibull distribution.
Sampled initiation times are truncated at tfsuch that no cracks form prior to the
crack at the site experiencing the largest tensile surface stress (i.e., if the initiation
time sampled from the multiple flaw model is less than that of the first flaw, it is
resampled).

Employing the surface stresses calculated by the load model (Eqs. [A-23] and
[A-24]), each initiation time is adjusted for surface stress effects using an
empirical stress-dependent factor (Sf,,,):

tf,,d Sl forid [A-33]

Sfaclor,i,a = I~

( [A-34]

Sfactr~ih -= I

where the stress exponent n and reference stress aare empirical parameters.
Note that initiation times for sites with a compressive (negative) surface stress are
not modeled with the above equations and instead the stress adjustment factor is
considered to be zero; i.e., the initiation times are set to infinity; i.e., cracks are
not allowed to initiate orthogonal to a compressive stress field.

By convention, the reference stress, ao is set equal to the stress at the site of
maximum tensile stress. This constrains the stress adjustment factor in Eq.
[A-34] to be less than or equal to one, across all crack sites, and effectively shifts
initiation times for sites with lower stresses further into the future. This
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normalizing convention has been selected over using a constant reference stress
across all Monte Carlo realizations (as has been done in other studies) because it
is assumed that the variation in the multiple flaw Weibull initiation models
already includes the effects due to varying surface stresses throughout in-service
DM welds. Thus, to apply Eq. [A-33] with a constant reference stress would be
to "double-count" the variation due to component surface stress and,
furthermore, would require an arbitrary selection of a,,.

A.4.4 Crack Initialization

Crack initialization refers here to assigning of initial conditions to each crack at
its initiation time. These conditions include size, location, and capacity for
growth. Orientation of an initiated crack, which has been part of initialization in
other studies, is inherently addressed in the spatial discretization procedure
discussed in Section A.4.1.

Initial crack depth is sampled from a distribution of positive, non-zero, crack
through-wall percentages. This reflects both that the Weibull initiation models
discussed above were fit to industry data recording first detection of crack
indications and that crack detection is only possible for finite crack sizes. Initial
crack lengths are attained by scaling the initial depth by a sampled aspect ratio.

Center crack location, cpj, which is important in this study for modeling growth
and coalescence of circumferential cracks only, is sampled uniformly on the arc
length of each initiated crack, defined in Section A.4.1.

Finally, growth capacity for each crack is modeled using sampled growth
variation terms,fWad andfww, discussed in more detail in Section A.5.3. It is
generally accepted by PWSCC experts that components and locations that are
more susceptible to PWSCC initiation tend to have higher flaw propagation
rates, even after normalizing for temperature and stress effects [21]. This
tendency is modeled by correlating the weld-to-weld growth variation,fweia with
the reference time of first PWSCC initiation, trep and similarly by correlating the
within-weld variation for each crack,f•,i, with the corresponding multiple flaw
reference initiation time, tefi.

A.5 Crack growth model

This study employs a model to allow the prediction of PWSCC growth rate as a
function of crack geometry, component loading, and other conditions. Assuming
that cracks maintain a semi-elliptical shape as they grow through-wall, the model
predicts growth rates of the surface tips (in the length direction) and the deepest
point (in the depth direction) of the crack.

The model predicts growth rates for partially through-wall cracks. As discussed
in Section A.7, a through-wall growth (i.e., leakage) event is treated as the end
condition in this study of DM welds, so growth prediction does not proceed to
necessitate a through-wall crack growth model (contrary to the analysis of
RPVHPNs).
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Growth is simulated by integrating the crack growth rates over time. This
integration is done numerically by discretizing each cycle into many sub-cycles
and advancing growth linearly over each sub-cycle, using the crack geometry and
stress profile at the beginning of each sub-cycle to predict growth rate (i.e., a
forward Euler method).

The dependence of PWSCC on component loading (i.e., stresses near and
orthogonal to the crack) requires the calculation of stress intensity factors at the
crack points of interest. Sections A.5.1 and A.5.2 discuss the stress intensity
factor calculation methods for a crack subject to a polynomial stress profile and a
crack subject to a general stress profile, respectively. These solutions are based on
the results of finite element parametric analyses for circumferential and axial
cracks; these analyses are based on the superposition method of linear-elastic
fracture mechanics.

The crack growth rate model, which factors in stress intensity factor,
temperature, and various other effects, is discussed in Section A.5.3.

Finally, Sections A.5.4 and A.5.5 discuss special considerations made for
predicting growth given geometry characteristics specific to a DM weld
component and a stress profile characteristic of a peened component (i.e., with a
compressive stress region near the surface), respectively.

A.5. 1 Stress intensity factor calculation using influence
coefficient method

Section 3 in Reference [8] describes the calculation of stress intensity factor, K,
for a circumferentially or axially oriented surface crack on a pipe of arbitrary size
using the influence coefficient method. The method described may be applied to
a crack subjected to: a) a stress profile acting orthogonally to the crack face (i.e.,
axial stresses for circumferential cracks and hoop stresses for axial cracks) that is
defined by a polynomial function in the direction of the crack depth and is
uniform along the crack length, and/or b) stresses due to global bending loads,
which are by definition not uniform over the crack length. (In this study, global
bending loads are only considered for the growth of circumferential cracks.)

Before the application of peening, the axial and hoop residual stresses may be
approximated by polynomial functions, as demonstrated in Equations [A-25] and
[A-26], and so the influence coefficient method is used due to its simplicity and
computational efficiency. After peening, the more general weight function
method, which is described in the next section, must be employed.

The general form of the stress intensity factor calculation (for a surface crack with
depth a on a pipe with thickness t) by way of the influence coefficient method is:
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K = [aoG. + .xG, a + 2 G,, ()+ 3G' a)

+o4G j +ghO~b]~J~* [A-35]

where the G terms are the influence coefficients specific to the crack and
component geometries and the point on the crack, o0 through a4 are the
polynomial coefficients of the through-wall stress profile (in units of stress), and
agb is the nominal bending stress due to a bending moment acting in the
direction indicated in Figure A-5 (i.e., the bending moment is assumed to be
directed such that the crack center is at the azimuthal location of maximum
tensile or compressive stress). While the bending direction indicated in Figure
A-5 only applies to two distinct azimuthal locations on a pipe, stress intensity
factors at all locations are calculated with Eq. [A-35] using bending stress
approximated as a function of azimuthal angle per Eq. [A-6]. This is the same
simplification made in the xLPR Pilot Study.

The influence coefficients are interpolated from tables built by way of linear-
elastic finite element parametric analyses. Table 15 and 39 in Reference [9]
provides such look-up tables for the surface tip and deepest points of cracks of
interest to the study of PWSCC in DM weld components: semi-elliptical, axial
or circumferential surface cracks on the inner diameter of a pipe. Higher order
influence coefficients (e.g., G2, GC, and C4) may be calculated with weight
function coefficients as discussed in Section 6.3 in Reference [8].

The look-up tables for the crack types of interest require three non-dimensional
terms: the ratio of the pipe inner radius to pipe thickness (R/t), the ratio of crack
half-length to crack depth (c/a), and the ratio of crack depth to pipe thickness
(a/t). Table A-1 describes the lower and upper bounds of the look-up tables
provided in [9] and the protocol used for extrapolation of the look-up tables.

Table A- I
Interpolation and Extrapolation Criteria for Influence Coefficient Lookup

Ri/t c/a a/t
Lower Bound I 1 0

Error message is given Value ofc/a=l is used. Error message is given
Lower Truncation Protocol Extrapolation is not reliable Extrapolation is not Negative depth irdicates

below R,/t=-l. reliable below c/a=1. error.

Upper Bound 1000 16 0.8
User is instructed to use Value ofc/a=l 6 is used. Linear extrapolatn

Upper Truncation Protocol RPt=1 000. Solution is Extrapolation is not I _o of
converged to a flat plate reliable above c/a= 16. look-up table is executed.
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Figure A-5
Crack Location Relative to Bending Moment Assumed for Stress Intensity Factor
Calculation [8]

A.5.2 Stress intensity factor calculation using the weight

function method

Section 6 in Reference [8] describes the calculation of stress intensity factor, K,
for a circumferentially or axially oriented surface crack on a pipe of arbitrary size
using the weight function method, a generalization of the influence coefficient
method discussed in the previous section. The weight function method may be
applied to a crack subjected to a stress profile acting orthogonally to the crack
face (i.e., axial stresses for circumferential cracks and hoop stresses for axial
cracks) that is defined by an arbitrary function in the direction of the crack depth
and is uniform along the crack length.

The general form of the stress intensity factor calculation by way of the weight
function method is:

K =h(x, a)c(x)dx [A-36]
0

where x is the distance from the surface, h(xa) is the weight function, and u(x) is
the stress profile function. (The weight function is dependent on the crack and
component geometries and the location on the crack although this is not
demonstrated explicitly by its argument list for the sake of conciseness.)

For the purpose of predicting crack growth under the semi-elliptical crack shape
assumption, the two points of interest on the crack are the deepest point
(denoted by the subscript 90) and the surface tip points (denoted by the subscript
0). The general weight functions for these two points, respectively, are:
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[A-37]

2= [1 + N 1  + N 2  +N 3  +N 4  j [A-38

where the M and N terms are simple algebraic equations of the influence
coefficients discussed in the previous section [10].

The weight function method is powerful because it allows the estimation of stress
intensity factors for an arbitrary through-wall stress profile function. This
capability is required in this study because the post-peening stress profile cannot
accurately be represented by a polynomial.

There are several approaches to evaluating the integral in Eq. [A-36]. If the
functional form of the stress profile, the integral may be solvable analytically.
This approach has been implemented for the four-region piecewise polynomial
stress profile defined for post-peening in this study (Eqs.[A-27] and [A-28]).
This method is similar to approximating any arbitrary stress profile with
piecewise linear equation, resulting in a closed-form solution [10], as is being
considered for the next phase of xLPR.

To experiment with different stress profiles, without having to derive the
analytical weight function indefinite integral for each, a numerical integration
procedure is also available. An adaptive, open, degree-2, Newton-Cotes
integration algorithm with a 1% convergence termination criteria is employed to
estimate the weight function integral numerically (see Section 4.1 of Reference
[3]). The use of an integral transformation discussed in Chapter 4.4 of Reference
[3] accelerates convergence by concentrating the integrand evaluations in areas
with the most rapid change (i.e., near the vertical asymptotes of the weight
functions given in Eqs. [A-37] and [A-38]).

Due to the mathematical and programming complexities of the implemented
weight function solution modules, verification studies were performed to
compare stress intensity factor solutions against FEA Crack [11], for various
crack geometries and stress profiles.

It is noted that the weight fiunction method cannot be applied accurately for
estimating stress intensity factors due to bending because the bending stress
profile is by definition not uniform along the crack length. So, after the
application of peening, the contribution of the global bending load to the stress
intensity factor continues to be evaluated with the influence coefficient method
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(as discussed in the previous section) and is superimposed with those stress
intensities due to axisymmetric membrane stresses. Accordingly, for
circumferential cracks, Eq. [A-36] becomes:

K = Jh(x, a)or(x)dx + Ggb4rgb la_ [A-39]
0

A.5.3 MRP-263 crack growth rate model for Alloy 182/82

The model selected in this study to estimate PWSCC crack growth in Alloy 182
weld metal is the model presented in MRP-263 [12].

The crack growth model provides a way to predict the extension of crack length
and depth due to PWSCC. The model is relatively simple and incorporates the
major factors affecting flaw growth rate: temperature and stress intensity factor.
Temperature effects are incorporated through a widely accepted Arrhenius term
and stress effects are incorporated through a standard power-law dependence, as
presented below:

(d e af.,eldf,., (K1 - KIM)b [A-40]

where

d general crack dimension (e.g., depth or length)

Qg thermal activation energy for crack growth

R universal gas constant

T absolute temperature at location of crack

7,=/ absolute reference temperature used to normalize data

a power-law coefficient

fwdtd = common factor applied to all specimens fabricated from the same
weld to account for weld wire/stick heat processing and for weld
fabrication

f "within weld" factor that accounts for the variability in crack
growth rate for different specimens fabricated from the same
weld

K1 crack-tip stress intensity factor at location of interest
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Kh = crack-tip stress intensity factor threshold, below which the crack
growth rate is zero

b = stress intensity factor exponent

This model is analogously applied to predict depth growth (substituting the K9o
stress intensity factor term for the K1 term above) and length growth (substituting
the Ko stress intensity factor term for the K1 term above).

The estimation of crack growth versus time requires the solution of the above
ordinary differential equation. This is achieved numerically by discretizing each
plant operating cycle into many sub-cycles and advancing growth linearly over
each sub-cycle, using the crack geometry and stress profile at the beginning of
each sub-cycle to predict growth rate (i.e., a forward Euler method). The use of
12 sub-cycles per calendar year has been demonstrated to converge sufficiently to
actual solution (e.g., a solution that uses twice as many sub-cycles) for a variety of
initial conditions, temperatures, and stress profiles.

Various parameters in the above equation are empirical in nature and their
derivation for crack growth in Alloy 182/82 is described in Section A.8.3. These
include the absolute reference temperature Tf the growth activation energy Qg,
the power-law coefficient a, the crack-tip stress intensity factor threshold Ki,h,
and the stress intensity factor exponent b.

Two additional factors,fý,,, andf•,, are included in the crack growth model to
describe the aleatoric uncertainty in the crack growth rate model (i.e., uncertainty
due to the unknowns that differ each time we run the same experiment). The
within-weld variation,f.., is a value sampled for each flaw site from a
distribution reflective of the growth rate variation observed in laboratory studies
of cracks in a controlled weld. Similarly, the weld-to-weld growth rate variation,

f is a value sampled for each weld from a distribution reflective of the growth
rate variation observed in laboratory studies of cracks in identically controlled
welds, after accounting for the within-weld variation. The derivation of these
distributions is described in Section A.8.3.

As discussed in Section A.4.4, the sampled growth variation terms may be
correlated with sampled initiation times to simulate the premise that components
and locations that are more susceptible to PWSCC initiation tend to have higher
flaw propagation rates.

A.5.4 Special considerations for crack growth on a DM butt
weld geometry

This section discusses the special constraints and interactions applied to cracks
growing on a DM weld component. These constraints and interactions are
imposed by a set of modeling "rules" used to approximate known physical
behaviors. While these physical behaviors are complex in nature, the simple set of
rules is applied in the probabilistic model in order to capture the most essential
growth characteristics.
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As discussed in Section A.4.1, both axial and circumferential cracks are allowed
to initiate on the inner diameter of the DM weld. Axial cracks are constrained
such that they cannot grow beyond the defined width of the weld geometry.
Circumferential cracks are constrained such that they cannot grow beyond the
defined inner circumference of the weld geometry. In the rare case that an axial,
or circumferential, crack grows the defined width, or circumference, of the weld
before growing through-wall in the depth direction, it's length is truncated.

It is assumed that axial cracks do not interact with each other, or with
circumferential cracks. This is a reasonable assumption given the large variability
in weld residual stress and crack growth rates assumed in the probabilistic
analyses.

Conservatively, all initiated circumferential cracks are assumed to initiate and
grow on the same axial plane. Accordingly, it was necessary to develop a
coalescence model, or a set of coalescence rules, to describe the crack interaction
on this plane. These are described in the remainder of this section:

Coalescence is modeled at the completion of each sub-cycle growth prediction, if
multiple circumferential cracks are active. Coalescence is considered to occur if,
at the completion of a given sub-cycle, two adjacent cracks (call them cracks A
and B) overlap or are close enough such that the dividing section of weld material
collapses. While the phenomena of weld section collapse is highly complex, the
collapse distance, c is modeled here as a user-defined ratio, l/Fcoalesence. of
the maximum depth of cracks A and B:

max{aA,a/B}
AClhreshid F 1 oa, I [A-41]

where the subscripts A and B denote the two adjacent cracks. The same
methodology is discussed in [13], where Fo,,..esence is defined as 2.0.

If coalescence occurs, the following rules are used to consolidate the original
cracks into a single resulting crack:

" The resulting crack is assumed to take on a semi-elliptical shape immediately
following coalescence, with a depth equal to the maximum depth of cracks A
and B and a length such that the original cracks A and B are fully
circumscribed.

" The within-weld variation factor for the resulting cracks is calculated using a
depth-weighted average of cracks A and B:

aAJWWA + aBfWWB
aA + a [A-42]
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The within-weld variation is thought to be a function of varying material
and chemical conditions. During coalescence, the resultant within-weld
variation factor is considered to be dependent on the within-weld factors
of the original cracks. This is because the resultant crack will grow in a
combination of the material and chemical conditions of the original
cracks. The depth-weighted average in Equation [A-42] gives preference
toward the deeper crack, which on average is expected to have the higher
of the two within-weld factors.

The coalescence of cracks is repeated until there are no active cracks close enough
to one another (although it would be extremely rare for more than two cracks to
coalescence during a given sub-cycle given the initiation rates discussed
previously).

A.5.5 Special considerations for crack growth on a peened
surface

This section discusses special considerations made for predicting growth in a
component with a stress profile characteristic of a peened component, i.e., with a
compressive stress region near the surface. The traditional stress intensity factor
calculation methods discussed in Sections A.5.1 and A.5.2 assume a crack that is
fully-open and semi-elliptical, while in fact, given a compressive stress region
near the surface, these assumptions may be far from realistic. Two deviations
from these assumptions, and how they are addressed from a modeling
standpoint, are discussed in this section; they are crack closure and sub-surface,
often resembling a "balloon" shape, crack growth. Both of these topics are highly
complex and have been investigated in great detail in other empirical, numerical,
and analytical studies. Discussion here is held relatively brief given the rarity of
cracks remaining active (deeper than the compressive peening layer) after
peening, and the marginal importance of these effects with respect to the growth
of such cracks, as demonstrated in deterministic calculations provided in Section
5.2.

As has been emphasized throughout this report, peening produces a compressive
layer near the surface that prevents crack initiation and slows crack growth.
During operation after the application of peening, the depths of the compressive
layer in the axial and hoop directions, Xcomp,,a and Xcomph., are given by the following
equations:

Xcompa = XIPPRS

0"0, PPRS

Xcomph = X l,PPRS ' °operh 
[A-43]

070,PPRS
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where aand 0 oiprh are terms that include all the operational stresses on the
peened location of interest; if the operational stress is tensile, it has the effect of
moving the compressive layer depth nearer to the surface.

Cracks with depths less than the compressive layer depth are considered to close
entirely at the time of peening. Such cracks do not have any stresses acting to
open their crack faces and thus are assumed to arrest. This is consistent with the
results of laboratory experimentation of crack growth in a peened component [4].

Cracks with depths greater than the compressive layer may have partial closure,
i.e., they are open at their deep crack tip, but may be closed near the surface due
to the compressive layer (see Figure A-8). At locations where crack closure
occurs, a contact stress is created that is considered to be equal and opposite to
the local stresses. If the stress required to keep the crack closed is superimposed
with the contact stresses (as in Figure A-8) it can be shown that the only stresses
that contribute to crack stress intensity factor are those acting in regions where
the crack remains open. As a corollary, if closure is not accounted for, stress
intensity factors may be under-estimated, and in some cases they may be
predicted to be negative or zero when in fact they are positive.

Reference [14] presents a methodology for accounting for crack closure under the
assumption of elastic deformation of the crack face. This methodology has been
implemented in this study. Because the methodology is iterative in nature and
requires a substantial computational effort, it has been made optional. A
sensitivity study is presented later to demonstrate the effect of crack closure on
leakage probability.

A second special consideration for crack growth near a compressive surface stress
is "balloon" crack growth: growth of PWSCC below the compressive layer near
the surface, while growth is arresting in the compressive layer. For cracks with
depths greater than the compressive layer depth, the effect of the peening stresses
on the crack growth is inaccurately modeled solely by growing the crack at the
surface (in length) and at the deepest point (in depth). Although the length of
the crack at the peened surface may be held fixed, the sub-surface crack length
(deeper than the compressive layer) can continue to grow.

To assess balloon-shaped growth, analyses were conducted using the finite
element software FEA Crack to produce high fidelity predictions for crack
growth, allowing for non-semi-elliptical growth (e.g., growth resembling a
balloon), as seen in Figure A-6. (While the FEA Crack program simulates
fatigue crack growth, advancing the crack front over load cycles instead of time,
the resultant shape progression is reflective of the advancement of a PWSCC.)
The crack shape results of these analyses were compared to two limiting cases;
the first case did not allow crack length growth while the second allowed crack
length growth uninhibited by peening. An example comparison of crack front
shapes predicted the different methods is shown in Figure A-7. As expected, the
balloon growth approximation bounds the length of the FEA predicted crack
shape, given the same crack depth.
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In a related study [15], it is demonstrated that crack growth below a PWSCC
resistant weld inlay may be closely approximated by assuming a semi-elliptical
shape below the inlay, driving growth with the deepest and surface points of sub-
inlay portion of the crack (referred to as "idealized crack growth"). The idealized
crack growth results in accurate time to through-wall crack growth relative to the
actual crack growth predicted with FEA.

Considering these results, the "balloon" crack growth phenomenon is
approximated conservatively by allowing crack length growth independent of
peening (i.e., using only the pre-peening stresses). A sensitivity study is presented
later to demonstrate the effect of fixing length growth after peening.
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Figure A-6
Example of "Balloon" Crack Growth over Time Calculated with FEA Crack
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Figure A-8
Demonstration of Stresses Superposition for Partially Closed Crack

A.6 Examination models

This section describes the models applied to simulate ultrasonic and eddy current
examinations of DM welds. Similar to the xLPR study, this study uses
probability of detection (POD) curves to estimate the likelihood of a crack being
detected, given its size. These models are essential for predicting leakage
probabilities since cracks that lead to leaks are often those that go undetected
during one or more scheduled examinations.

Section A.6.1 discusses how examinations are scheduled, before and after
peening. Section A.6.2 describes the inspection models, i.e., how POD is
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calculated, factoring for the geometry of the crack. Finally, Section A.6.3
describes the detection and repair modeling rules.

A.6. 1 Examination Scheduling

UT examination scheduling for DM welds (prior to peening) is required per
ASME Code Case N-770-1 [16]. Specifically, a Performance Demonstration
Initiative (PDI) qualified volumetric inspection is required once every five years
for unmitigated hot leg DM welds and once every seven years for hot leg cold leg
DM welds. The time of the first modeled UT inspection is set by the user.

When peening is applied, different examination scheduling requirements and
options are included in the model. First, during the peening application outage,
immediately prior to peening, a UT inspection (and optionally an ET
examination, or other ID surface examination) can be modeled to simulate a pre-
peening inspection.

A follow-up UT examination is included before entering the relieved in-service
inspection (ISI) schedule. In the comparative studies presented later, the follow-
up inspection time is varied from 1 to 3 cycles after the peening application.

After the follow-up examination, a new ISI schedule is used. The central goal of
this probabilistic modeling effort is to demonstrate that the ISI inspection
interval after peening can be elongated compared to N-770-1 requirements
without increasing the probability of leakage over the entire plant life.
Accordingly, several different ISI intervals will be tested after peening and
compared to predictions for unmitigated components.

A.6.2 Inspection Modeling

For modeling UT inspections of cracks in DM welds, the POD model from
MRP-262 [17] will be used. This model is based on POD data for inspections of
realistic DM weld mockups containing well-characterized, representative cracks.

The model from MRP-262 is comprised by a POD curve that is a function of
the through-wall fraction of the crack, as given in the following equation:

l+e

where fl/ and /32 are fit parameters determined by regression analysis of inspection
data from the mockups containing circumferential flaws. The specific values of
these fit parameters are given in Section A.8.4. The resulting set of POD curves
is demonstrated in Figure A-9.

The model defined in Eq. [A-44] is based on experiments which included
circumferential cracks only. Experience gathered during UT detection
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qualification suggests that POD may be lower in general for axial cracks.
Accordingly, for axial cracks, an optional POD reduction factor,fm-axiai, may be
applied to the POD predicted by Equation [A-441.

The model defined in Eq. [A-44] is based on experiments including cracks
ranging from 10% to 100% through-wall. The model is considered less reliable
for small cracks (i.e., below 10% through-wall). To address this ambiguity, linear
extrapolation is used between the origin (0% POD for an infinitesimal crack) and
the POD given by Eq. [A-44] for 10% through-wall crack. (The model also
includes the ability to set the POD to 0% for all cracks less than 10% through-
wall; this option will be invoked in a sensitivity case to demonstrate the
uncertainty in leakage probability predictions due to the unknown UT inspection
efficacy for very small cracks.)

Similar to the UT inspection model, the ET inspection model uses a POD curve.
However, there are several differences in the approaches because a) there are
inherent differences in the examination techniques, and b) there is less data to
support a ET detection model for cracks on DM welds. The differences are
discussed below:

" For ET inspection, the POD is set to 0% for cracks below some half-length
threshold, Ci,,nE, regardless of the depth. This reflects the typical manner in
which ET calls are made on the basis of more than one probe scan passed a
position.

" For ET inspection, the POD curve is a function of crack depth, as opposed
to through-wall fraction. This reflects the premise that ET inspections are
insensitive to the thickness of the component (for thicknesses characteristic
of DM welds).

" The ET inspection model is more general, providing a more transparent and
expeditious way to define the uncertainty of the POD curve. This generality
was desired given the scarcity of data for ET inspection of cracks on DM
weld-type components. The general model is discussed for the remainder of
this section.

The general POD model uses a lower bound and an upper bound POD curve,
both of the following equation form:

POET (a) F[ AET+ 2 XT(In*a)) [A-45]1
l+e ,ET +fl2,ET (ln(a))

where flET and /
32,IT are fit parameters determined by fitting an interpolating

curve to two points, i.e., two pairings of depth size and POD. The pairings that
were assumed in this study for the purpose of modeling the lower and upper
bound ET inspection POD curves are discussed in Section A.8.4.3.

The lower and upper bound curves, PODET, u and PODETL , are assumed to
represent the two sigma bounds for a stochastic family actual POD curves. To
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get a single realization of the POD curve, a standard normal deviate, z_', is
sampled once per Monte Carlo realization, and the following equation is used
across all crack depths:

PODET (a) = POD-ETU (a) + PODET,L (a)

2

+ ZET PODET,u (a)- PODETL (a) [A-46]

4

Finally, for ET inspections, a maximum POD may be used, regardless of the
crack size. This maximum POD is enforced to account for operator error or other
potentials for random non-detection.

A.6.3 Detection and repair modeling

After a POD has been calculated, given the size of the crack of interest, detection
may be simulated by sampling a random value between zero and one, referred to
as the detection sample. If the detection sample is less than or equal to the POD,
the crack is predicted to be detected; if not, the crack is predicted to be
undetected for the current examination.

If the detection sample is sampled independently of previous samples, it reflects
the premise that inspection success is uncorrelated, from examination to
examination. Alternatively, the examination model allows for the correlation of
successive detection samples for a given flaw. This is equivalent to assuming that
each crack has some ambiguous features which may make it harder or easier to
detect than the general population.

Credit can be taken for the condition that the unit(s) of interest have had no flaw
detections before some user-defined past inspection time. If a flaw is predicted to
be detected before this user-defined past inspection time, the Monte Carlo
realization is rejected and repeated with newly sampled inputs. If a flaw is
predicted to be detected after this past inspection time, that flaw is repaired
(removed entirely from the flaw site), but the DM weld component stays in
service and other flaws remain active.
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A.7 Through-wall flaw (leakage) criterion

At the end of each Monte Carlo realization, the probabilistic model discussed in
this report stores a limited number of metrics related to the extent of flaw growth
and the repair status of the weld, including the timing of related events. Most
importantly, during each realization, the code tracks if at least one flaw reaches
through-wall crack growth (i.e., leakage) and, if so, the number of the cycle of
the first through-wall crack growth.

Similar to detection, credit can be taken for the condition that the unit(s) of
interest have had no leakages before some user-defined past inspection time. If a
flaw is predicted to grow through-wall before this user-defined past inspection
time, the Monte Carlo realization is rejected and repeated with newly sampled
inputs, and the leak is not counted toward the metric discussed above.

Flaws modeled using the xLPR tool are able to reach through-wall crack growth
either by propagating through the entire thickness of the component wall or by
net section collapse of a critical surface flaw. Specifically, if the xLPR tool
determines that the bending load on a given surface flaw exceeds the calculated
net section collapse bending load, the surface flaw will transition to a through-
wall flaw. For simplicity, the probabilistic model described in this report does not
address the net section collapse failure mode and a given flaw may only reach
through-wall crack growth if it propagates through the entire thickness of the
wall before it is repaired.
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One key metric of interest in the qualification of peening mitigation for DM
welds is the probability of leakage cumulated over all cycles after the time of
peening. This probability can be compared to the probability of leakage
cumulated over the same period for an unmitigated component with no
inspection relief. This comparison quantifies the relative difference in leakage risk
for peened and unmitigated components.

A second metric of interest is the incremental probability of leakage during a
given cycle, which is defined as the quotient of the number of realizations during
which leakage occurred during a given cycle and the total number of trials. This
is adjusted to a probability per year by dividing by the number calendar years per
cycle.

For each Monte Carlo realization, a 60-yr plant life has been evaluated. This
corresponds to the duration of an original license (40 years) plus an initial
renewal (an additional 20 years). The cumulated probabilities of leakage are
determined for this plant life value.

A.8 Probabilistic model inputs

The probabilistic modeling framework for DM welds takes both deterministic
and distributed inputs. The values of the deterministic inputs are constant for
every Monte Carlo realization. The values of the distributed inputs are
determined by sampling probability distributions (e.g., normal distribution, log-
normal distribution, triangular distribution, etc.) during each Monte Carlo
realization. The probabilistic model accepts an array of eight inputs that is used
to define the distribution of each distributed input. Each input array contains the
following information:

" The value of the parameter to be used when conducting deterministic
assessments;

" The distribution type to be sampled during probabilistic assessments (e.g.,
normal distribution);

" Parameter values defining the distributions (up to four, e.g., the mean and
standard deviation of a normal distribution);

" Lower and upper truncation limits (selected using engineering judgment)
used to impose bounds on the sampled values.

The inputs selected for use in the probabilistic model are discussed in Section
A.8.1 through A.8.5. Note that unless otherwise specified, the six sigma bounds
of the distribution of interest were selected for the upper and lower truncation
limits when the normal or log-normal distribution was selected to describe the
distribution of a given input parameter.

A.8. 1 Component geometry, operating time, temperature,
and loads

The choice of inputs for component geometry, operating time, temperature, and
component loading are discussed in this section. These inputs are given for two
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component cases for which results will be presented: a reactor vessel outlet nozzle
(hot leg) in a Westinghouse plant and a reactor coolant pump nozzle (cold leg) in
a B&W plant. Table A-2 tabulates the Westinghouse RVON component case
inputs and Table A-3 tabulates the B&W RCP component case inputs.

A.8. 1.1 Component Geometry

In similar fashion to the xLPR pilot study, the component specific parameters
(i.e., wall thickness, outer diameter, and weld width) were taken as deterministic
inputs. The values selected are for the outer diameter and the wall thickness are
based on information provided in MRP-44 [18] and are given in Table A-2 and
Table A-3.

A.8.1.2 Operating Time

Both DM weld components are simulated from plant startup until shutdown.
Shutdown is considered to occur approximately 60 years after startup (i.e., a 40-
yr original license and a 20-yr license renewal). Cumulative statistics are provided
at the end of plant life.

Both DM weld components are simulated with 18-month operating cycles at a
capacity factor of 0.92. These values are representative of US PWRs.

As discussed in the modeling sections, credit can be taken for the fact that the
simulated component has not experienced leaks or repairs before some user-
defined outage. Monte Carlo realizations that predict leaks or repairs before the
user-defined outage are rejected and rerun with new samples. This option is not
invoked for baseline results presented in this report. Accordingly, the cumulative
probabilities that are presented are not conditioned on the assumption of no
leakage or repair before some date, and can be thought of as applying to the
general population of DM weld components with characteristics similar to those
defined in Table A-2 or Table A-3.

As a sensitivity case, a user-defined outage (before which no leaks or repairs have
occurred) will be set for the RPV outlet nozzle. The statistics presented in this
study apply conditionally to Alloy 182 RPV outlet nozzles that have experienced
no leaking or repairs to date, but otherwise have characteristics similar to those
defined in Table A-2.

A.8.1.3 Temperature

Uncertainty in the component temperature is incorporated into the model by
using a normal distribution. The temperature distributions used for the hot leg
and cold leg nozzles are included in Table A-2 and Table A-3, respectively. The
means of these distributions reflect maximums across active industry
components. The uncertainty in the temperatures represent a number of factors
including temperature streaming and measurement uncertainty. The standard
deviations have been selected such that the 95' confidence band is ±5°C (±9°F)
for the hot leg component and ±I°C (±1.8°F) for the cold leg component.
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A.8.1.4 Loads

The input parameters specific to the DM weld loading are summarized in Table
A-2 through Table A-4 and are further discussed below.

Like the xLPR Pilot study, relevant operational loads are taken as deterministic
inputs. The values selected are considered to be representative of the loads in the
actual components as described in MRP-307 [19]. Sensitivity studies are
included to explore more extreme loading conditions.

Welding residual stresses are modeled stochastically. Uncertainty is incorporated
into the calculation of welding residual stresses by setting distributions for
parameters used to characterize and constrain the WRS profiles (Equations
[A-9] through [A-16] present the constraint equations for the axial and
circumferential WRS profiles). For the axial stress profile, the distributed inputs
are the ID stress, the through-wall depth where the stress changes sign (from
tensile to compressive) and ratio of the OD stress to ID stress. For the hoop
stress profile, the distributed inputs are the ID stress, the location of the
minimum stress, the ratio of the minimum stress to the ID stress, and the ratio of
the OD stress to the ID stress.

The distributions for the parameters of the axial and hoop stress profiles are
included in Table A-4. The distributions for the axial stress profile parameters
are taken from the xLPR pilot study. The distributions for the hoop stress profile
parameters were determined iteratively by using random sampling to generate a
family of curves which adequately captured the uncertainty in the data as well as
uncertainty due to missing data [19]. The truncation limits are used to prevent
the occurrence of stress profiles deemed unrealistic by engineering judgment and
experience.
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Table A-2
Summary of Inputs Specific to RPV Outlet (hot leg) Nozzle

I- - - Source
Distrib. I Value for

Units 1 Parameter I Base CaseDescription
I

Number of operating cycles Selected to yield desired'
cumulative operating

ntimne

Nondim

Nominal cycle length Representative cycle I yr
length at Westinghouse I

plant

CF Operating capacity factor Representative capacity Nondin
I factor for US PWR

-__----------------4-- -----

EOC of first inspection Selected based on I Nondimn
median plant age and I

implemientation tine of1
M

53 _

1.5

0.92

14 _

N/A

3

0.0699

0.9017

EOC ofassuned past 'Not used for base case I Nondin
inspection s udy.- - _------

Inspection frequency MRP- 139 - _ (# cycles)._

t Wall thickness of Westinghouse1  Representative m
I RVON-DMW I component thickness
-- - -. . . . . . . . . . . --I -.-. -.- - - L --

Do Outer diamneter of Westinghouse, Representative I m
I RVON-DMW I component OD

Iw i Width of Westinghouse RVON- Representative I m
I DMW component width
L -- -------------------- - ---- -I- -- -- -- -------

T i Operating temperature of Maxirmu Westinghousel -F
Westinghouse RVON-DMW hot leg operating

temperature J1

P- -p - N o t-- - ---•T . . . . . .. L . ....... l
P or, Norrmal operating pressure ' Representative normul

operating pressure I
(Pop = 2,250 pst '

.L- ....-.--------- ---.-- ---- .. - ....- - -

F i Average deadweight loads for Representative loads fori kN I

.Mv Westinghouse RVON-DMW Westinghouse plant - k-•--m-
-- - - I L-------

MDW, I kN-m I

MDHr kN-m
F L -_ -_ -- - -

F TE, I Average normal thermal Representative loads form kN
- - expansion loads for Westinghouse plant L kN-m -

MNYE , Westinghouse RVON-DMW I kN-m I

M.d -'- 'I

L0.0445

meanl 620.0
L ,- -- ~-F1- ~- -

stdev 4.6

mini 592.4
S max 647.6

15.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

4519.4

I t I

M 0
13

Component category for POD MRP-262 Table 8-1
model
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Table A-3
Summary of Inputs Specific to RCP (cold leg) Nozzle

Description
I Distrib. i Value for

Source I Units 1 Parameter Base Case

Number of operating cycles Selected to yield desred' Nondim
cumulative operating

Nomnal cycle length Representative cycle I yr
length at B&W plant I

- - - - - - - - -.

Operating capacity lfctor Representative capacity Nondin
I factor for US PWR

-~~~4-------
EOC of first inspection Selected based on I Nondim

median plant age and I
implementation time of '

MRP-139

CE

53

1.5-

0.92

15

N/A

4

0.0737

-------- ---- 4----
EOC ofassumed past I Not used for base case Nondim*ns ect n fstust dy. I. a.ispection. . .-- - - -# -yls..

Inspection frequency I MRP- 139 _ _ _
Wall thickness of B&W RCP Representative I m

I Nozzle DMW component thickness I
L - -. - - - - - - -

D o Outer dimeter of B&W RCP Representative I m
Nozzle DMW component OD I

-- 1 -- -------------------------------- ----- 1-
w i Width ofB&W RCP Nozzle Representative I m

DMW component width- .......

T iOperating temperature of B&W' Maxnmum B&W cold "F
RCP Nozzle DMW leg temperature

0.8585

- _ 0.0686
type Normal

meani 554.0

stdev 0.9

m11i 548.5

Ia 559.5

15.5
- --------------

p -p Normal operating pressure i Representative normal MPa
operating pressure

(Pp = 2,250 psi)

- ,-,. Average deadweight loads lor- Representative loads Iori kN

MDW' B&W RCP Nozzle DMW B&W plnt kN-m

MDWY I kN-m

MDW, - - - - - -- -- kN-m

F NTE. i Average normal thermal Representative loads fori kN

M-" 'expansion loads for B&W RCP B&W plant I kN-m

M," Nozzle DMW I kN-m
I kN-m

0

0

0

0

0

0

2259.7

0

BIComponent category for POD MRN-262 Table 8-1
model
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Table A-4
Summary of WRS-Specific Inputs for DM Weld Model

I Distrib. i Value for
Symbol I Description Source Units I Parameter I Base Case

o I Weld residual axial stress on ID xLPR Input N/MPa
surface

Xc Fractional through-thickness at xLPR Input Nondim
which weld residual axial stress

profile crosses zero

fWRs. Random scaling factor for weld xLPR Input Nondim
residual axial stress on OD I

surface
-- I---------------------- - - -----I- - -- -- -- -------

or 0wxh Weld residual hoop stress on IDi xLPR Input MPa
surface

I.-

X Fractional through-thickness at I Iterative random Nondim
which weld residual hoop stress I sampling and

is m engineerirgjudgnent.

fmh Random scaling factor for I Iterative random Nondim

typeI Normal
I-

rmean' 300.3

I stdev, 110.0
mn•m' 150

maxi 551
- -- ------- - - ---

type' Normal- - --- - - - -

mean, 0.25

stdev' 0.05--- -----I - ---
min, 0.125

I- max' 0.50
- - -- - - - -

type I Unifbrm
oum't 0.50

-H - -

max, 1.00

type' Nornal

mean, 300.3

stdev' 110.0

iMnn 150
max! 551

---- ------ - --
I typeI Normal

mean' 0.50

stdev, 0.075

minm' 0.40
--- ----- ----

mxi 0.75

type' Normal

mean, 050

stdev' 0.10

S min, 0.25
max1  

0.75
-------- - -

I type, Normal

mean1  1.00

stdev, 0.075

Snmm 0.80
max, 1.-- -----0S max, 1.20-

mininum weld residual hoop
stress

fWRSh2 Random scaling factor for weld
residual hoop stress on OD

surface

sampling and
I engineeringjudgmnent.

Iterative random Nondim
samplig and

engineering judgmnent.

A.8.2 Crack initiation model

The set of inputs for the DM weld PWSCC initiation model is described in
Table A-5 at the end of this section. Various inputs are detailed in the following
subsections.

A.8.2. 1 Industry Inspection Data used to Develop Initiation Model

The following plant inspection data for piping to nozzle DM welds fabricated
from Alloys 82 and 182 were used in the Weibull initiation model development:

Pressurizer safety/relief nozzles, spray nozzles, surge nozzles;
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" Reactor hot-leg piping surge nozzles, decay heat nozzles, drain nozzles, RV
outlet nozzles, steam generator inlet nozzles, and shutdown cooling nozzles;

" Reactor cold-leg piping letdown drain nozzles, core flood nozzles, high-
pressure injection nozzles, RCP suction and discharge nozzles, inlet nozzles,
and safety injection nozzles.

Table A-6 shows the list of DM welds in which indications of cracking were
detected that was used for this analysis. The data were compiled from industry
documents (primarily documents from the NRC website such as LERs) using
Table E-1 of MRP-216 [20] as a guide. Please note the following regarding
Table A-6:

" All of the data are for U.S. plants

" No exhaustive effort was made to include all inspections of PWR piping DM
welds that resulted in no indications being reported. This conservatively
results in a higher probability of crack initiation than would have been the
case if additional inspections were considered.

" The 17 nozzles given in Table A-6 were evaluated in detail and are
considered either to be representative of service-induced cracking or it was
not possible to rule out the presence of service-induced cracking (as opposed
to fabrication-related defects, etc.). The remaining nozzles without
indications are treated as suspended items [5] in the Weibull analysis.

Some of the welds inspected were without indications of cracking and are treated
as suspensions. Specifically, a given weld that was found not to have any
indications of cracking during its most recent inspection is modeled to have been
removed from the statistical population at the time of the most recent inspection.
The inspection data given in Table A-6 represent a summary of the detected
flaws, which are part of what is known as a censored sample. For a Weibull
distribution with a censored sample (i.e., failure data plus suspension data), it is
necessary to account for the suspension times within the data set. Using the
censored data set, it is possible to include the effect of the effective operating
times of the uncracked components.

A.8.2.2 Weibull Fitting Procedure for Time of First Initiation

After adjusting the operating time data for the effect of operating temperature
using the Arrhenius adjustment, the values of the Weibull parameters, 3 and 0,
were determined using a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) statistical
procedure [5] fit to the PWR dissimilar metal weld experience. The MLE
procedure is preferred over a least-squares fitting procedure in the case that
limited cracking experience is available.

For the particular case of a Weibull distribution with a censored sample (i.e.,
failure data plus suspension data), the maximum likelihood estimates of the
Weibull parameters /3 and 0 may be determined by simultaneously solving the
following equations:
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-x In x, 1
1In x, --, [A-47]

Xi

i=|

0= - [A-48]

where

M3* maximum likelihood estimate of/3

0* = maximum likelihood estimate of 0

x, = operating time of component i

n number of components in the population

r number of failures

Components censored at times ti are assigned values xri=ti. Thus, the second
term in Equation [A-47] sums the logarithms of the failure times only. The
values of /* and 0* may be found using an iterative procedure.

A least squares fitting procedure may also be used to determine the values of the
Weibull slope and characteristic life parameters. This procedure consists of
fitting the available data to the linearized representation of the Weibull
distribution (see Equation [A-49]) using a least squares analysis.

In (- In(l- F)) = 6 In(t)-8 lln(O)
= ~+ ~[A-49]

y = MX + c

Specifically, a plot of F versus t on a double log-log plot yields a line with slope 3.
The value of 0 may then be determined using the values of /3 and the vertical
intercept (referred to here as c) obtained from the fit.

A.8.2.3 Analysis Results for Time of First Initiation

Figure A-10 shows an example MLE Weibull distribution fit to the industry
experience with DM welds fabricated form Alloys 82 and 182 given in Table
A-6. The failure and suspension times were adjusted to a common reference
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temperature of 315'C using a thermal activation energy of 184 kJ/mole (the
mean value given in Section A.8.2.10).

Table A-7 summarizes the MLE fit parameters of the Weibull analysis. Also
included in Table A-7 are the standard errors in the Weibull fit parameter, 3,
and the vertical intercept of the linearized model determined from the linear least
squares fit (which is used to determine the value of 0).

It is noted that for simplicity, the standard errors of the linear least squares
parameters are presented instead of the MLE parameter values. It is also noted
that the standard error in the vertical intercept of the linearized Weibull fit
(referred to here as a,) is presented because it is used during runtime to account
for the uncertainty in the value of the anchor point time, t, as discussed later.

A.8.2.4 Uncertainty in First Initiation Time Weibull Slope

The uncertainty in the Weibull slope, A3 is modeled with a normal distribution
having the mean and standard deviation given in Table A-7. The mean was
selected as the value calculated using the MLE fitting procedure and for
simplicity, the standard deviation was selected as the standard parameter error
determined using the least squares fitting procedure. Based on the similarity of
the Weibull slopes calculated using the two methods, this simplification is
considered reasonable.

A.8.2.5 Uncertainty in Anchor Point Time (t1 )

Based on data presented in Figure A-10, a value of 0.01 was selected as the value
of the arbitrary failure fraction, F1. Figure A-10 shows that this failure fraction
provides a reasonable representation of the earlier failures observed in the field,
which will provide a more realistic set of Weibull curves defined by random
sampling during the Monte Carlo analysis. That is, appropriately selecting the
value ofF 1 (which in combination with the Weibull slope and characteristic life
determines the mean value of the anchor point time, t,) will reduce the
probability that the initiation model will greatly under-predict or over-predict
(relative to observed plant experience) the initiation time of the first flaw during a
given Monte Carlo realization.

The value of t is determined by solving Equation [A-30] for time at a failure
fraction of F, and the mean vales of the Weibull parameters, 83 and 0, given in
Table A-7.

Uncertainty in the anchor point time is incorporated for each Monte Carlo
realization using the following procedure:

" Determine the characteristic time, 0, using the value of F, and the
deterministic values of P and t.

" Determine the mean intercept parameter, c, using the deterministic value of f
and the value of 0 determined in the previous step.
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" Sample the value of c from a normal distribution using the mean intercept
parameter determined in the previous step and the standard error (or) given
in Table A-7.

" Determine the anchor point time for the current trial using the sampled value
from the previous step and the deterministic value of P.

A.8.2.6 Uncertainty in the Multiple Flaw Weibull Model

As discussed in the modeling section, a second Weibull model is used to predict
the initiation of multiple flaws on a single component. The key inputs to this
model are the Weibull slope and the empirical stress exponent.

Based on analysis of laboratory data, an empirical stress exponent, n, of about 4 is
often assumed to describe the stress dependence of the initiation of PWSCC in
Alloy 600 [7]. For this study, this exponent value is inherited for modeling
PWSCC initiation in Alloy 182/82. A normal distribution with a mean of 4.0
standard deviation of 1.0 is employed to incorporate the uncertainties due to
material and manufacturing disparities. A lower truncation bound of 0.0 is used
to prevent the unphysical trend of earlier initiation for lower tensile surface
stresses.

The Weibull slope of the multiple flaw model, flaw, quantifies the rate at which
flaws occur after the initiation of the first flaw. An analytical data fitting
procedure, as done for the first initiation time model, was not considered
appropriate to fit ffaw given the modeling complexities involved in sampling
multiple flaw initiation times. Instead, a mean value of 2.0 was selected for f3faw.

This value has a precedent in probabilistic modeling of SCC in steam generators
[7]. A normal distribution with a mean of 2.0 and a standard deviation of 0.5 is
employed to incorporate uncertainties due to material and manufacturing
disparities. A lower truncation bound of 1.0 was selected tO prevent a multiple
flaw Weibull model in which the PWSCC initiation rate decreases over all time.

A numerical experiment was run with a value of 2.0 for fPfia in order to
demonstrate the resulting number of cracks per component, given the parameter
and stress distributions discussed throughout this Section A.8. Figure A-11
depicts the resulting distribution of number of flaws in components with at least
a single flaw, at 20 EFPY, given an operating temperature of 600'F. The average
number of flaws at 20 EFPY, given that at least a single flaw exists, is 4.8.

Industry experience shows that there have been up to three detected cracking
indications on a single hot leg DM component, with the average close to 1.25
indications per component with at least a single flaw. These values are regarded
as low given the existence of small cracks that have not been identified.
Accordingly, the results given in the numerical study are not considered
excessively conservative.
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A.8.2.7 Uncertainty in Flaw Orientation

Flaw orientation is not directly controlled with a probability distribution. Rather,
the stress adjustment together with the surface stress distributions dictates the
ratio of flaw orientations.

A.8.2.8 Uncertainty in Initial Flaw Depth

The initial through-wall fraction for each flaw location is sampled at the time of
flaw initiation. Since the PWSCC initiation model is based on in-service
inspection results, the distribution of initial flaw through-wall fraction was
defined using the expected sensitivity of the UT inspection technique.
Specifically, the inspection data which provide the basis for the POD curves
provided in A.8.4.2 predict that the POD for a 10% through-wall flaw is on the
order of about 90%. When the POD curves are extrapolated backward to the
origin, they predict a probability of approximately 50% of detecting a 5%
through-wall flaw.

A log-normal distribution with a median of 5% of through-wall was selected to
model the uncertainty in the initial flaw depth. The log-normal distribution
conservatively provides greater weight for the upper end of the initial depth
distribution (i.e., a long tail). The 95% confidence bound of the distribution was
set to an initial depth of 10% through-wall as it is considered unlikely that a
newly initiated flaw would be much deeper than 10% through-wall. The log-
normal standard deviation was determined using the median and 95% confidence
bound values specified above.

A lower truncation limit was defined to prevent the initiation of very small flaws
for which the stress intensity factor (based on the input distributions of the
surface welding residual stress) would be significantly less than the range of stress
intensity factors (about 15-20 MPa m"2 or 14 to 18 ksi in" 2) evaluated in the
laboratory studies used to define the flaw propagation models given in MRP-115
[21] and MRP-263 [12].

The sensitivity results section presents a study in which the flaw through-wall
fraction distribution is scaled down such that cracks initiate approximately 10
times smaller. This is included to assess the potential effect on leakage probability
of smaller cracks not being identified during inspections prior to entering relieved
inspection schedule after peening.

A.8.2.9 Uncertainty in Flaw Aspect Ratio

The distributions of the initial aspect ratios of axial and circumferential flaws
were determined from the population of in-service inspection data discussed in
A.8.2.1. The aspect ratio of a given flaw was calculated by dividing its total
length by its depth. These data were used to determine approximate distributions
of the axial and circumferential initial aspect ratios.

A log-normal distribution was selected to model the uncertainty in the initial
aspect ratio of both circumferential and axial flaws because they provide
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reasonable fits to the aspect ratio data given in Table A-6. The parameter values
defining these distributions are given in Table A-5. It is noted that two axial
flaws were not used to determine the distribution of initial aspect ratio:

" An axial flaw had propagated through-wall prior to detection. It was
therefore excluded from the determination of the initial axial flaw aspect ratio
distribution.

" The excavation depth of the axial flaw in the Plant AX surge nozzle was
reported instead of the flaw depth. Rather than attempting to estimate the
depth of the flaw based on the excavation depth, this flaw was excluded from
the distribution of the initial flaw aspect ratio for axial flaws.

A.8.2.10 Uncertainty in Temperature Effect

Uncertainty in the apparent activation energy for PWSCC crack initiation is
treated by defining a distributed input. As shown in Table A-5, a normal
distribution is assumed to describe the uncertainty in the activation energy.

An activation energy of 209.4 kJ/mole is a standard value applied for the
initiation of PWSCC in Alloy 600 components [22]. This value is based on
evaluations of PWSCC in Alloy 600 steam generator tubing [23]. A lower,
experimentally determined value of 184.2 kJ/mole was determined for Alloy 600
CRDM nozzle (i.e., thick-wall) material [24]. Due to similarities in the
compositions of Alloys 82 and 182 and Alloy 600 wrought material, it is assumed
that the range from 125.6 kJ/mole to 201.0 kJ/mole were reported in a review of
activation energies determined from analyses of laboratory and field data [23].
Based on this discussion, 184.2 kJ/mole was selected as the mean of the
distribution and the standard deviation was selected such that the 95%
confidence bound of the distribution would be 209.4 kJ/mole.
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Table A-5
Summary of Inputs for DM Weld Initiation Model

I Distrib. I Value for
Symbol I Description Source i Units i Parameter I Base Case

Q, Thermal activation energy for
PWSCC flaw initiation

Q distrbution based on I
laboratory data and

judgment from I
experience with Weflull I

analysis

kJ/rr~ile

--- -- ---------------------------------- - ------- -
,6 WeiuW slope for PWSCC flaw' Flaw iatitn data Nondin

Initiation assessed in this report I

F, Arbitrary failure fraction Selected to reflect I Nondim
selected to define Weibull failure fractions

PWSCC initiation function observed for plant data 1

-- 4---------------------------4-------
t, i Time at which failure fraction Flaw 6itiation data EDY

F / is reached assessed in this report

-4--------------------------
cc Standard error in intercept of Linearized Welbull fit to: ln(EDY)

linearized Weibull fit I flaw initiation data I
: assessed in this report i

4-- -------------------------------------- 4- -----.---
T Component operating 'See component-specific 1 °F

temperature I tables in this report

T,f Reference temperature to i Temperature used to -F
normalize PWSCC flaw 'adjust flaw initiation data,

I initiation data assessed in this report i

typeI NormalI--------------

meani 184.23

stdev• 12.82I--------------

- - -mn 107.32

rmax 261.13

type' Normal

mean, 1.055
t stdevi 0.111

min, 0.389
maxix 1.721

0.01

type Nonml

-meani 19.8
stdev see a,

I -- mini 1.93I--------------

I maxi 202.7
n 0 0.409 -
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Table A-5
Summary of Inputs for DM Weld Initiation Model (continued)

SymbolI flaw iton So u I Units o Pr me a s

NScrackeI I2

I locations forcrackrynitia1.0

I I f ae a

I loatins n idusry ---!-------------LI- -- -- --

II
1 5.0__

n IFlaw initiatn stress exponent Experimental data from I Nondi i type aNoml

PWSCC laboratory I I meani 4.0as
1 testing in high- I.- - - - - -I- - - - - -

I stdev 10
temperature water o i 19

lctosufr crac s atress o arsalcaks ite odmdl

initatedflawove wai thiknes' bsed n execte - minerji~ 0.05

I -- - ---

sestvt of inpcto -i -lo-n- --30
or~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ehiu Mammttlsrsatmtrai Land modaw I M I-aluatdb

surac lo-nr a' 0.35 l

-~~~~~ ~ ~ - -- - - --x 0.4

I I

a/ Initial aspet assigne d to FwSCw I initiatdepin dastativ Nondim type Log-Normal

nwyinitiated clwoe atircum nentia basesed in tirexporte liear Ri 10.283

sensiivitflaw ofit o I tion I I log-norm 2.01

ePWCCrq and rrtflaw I -stdev -0.5

i nitiatios n dutalog-normy a's 0.3
immi 0.0250

max 0,4

7- 4 - --- rnsx' 6
AR_ Initialaspect ratio assigned to I Flaw initintion data I Nondin I type Log-Normal

newly Initiated a w i assessed inlthi report nean 4.

lokg- normg 1 0.1554

-etn -n -ih - - ---

log- norea 1.167

I min, 0. 00

AR_ Initalaspect rtiotal ssigne a t o Fla w initiatiod m delaMt a IIx 1 2l

newy rIitated axia flad modessdnthssepr

o/ niildet ssgedt ewyInta log-orma 1.167to onm ypLg-oml

miog n ,r a 0.001
-ito data -- - - -

I rmaI 191.025
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Table A-6
Summary of Flaw Detection Experience in PWR Piping Nozzle Dissimilar Metal
Welds

IiV

-000 000

- 0

~> 0

00 0 o- 0 ... ...- -, -•

:l : ::•
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Table A-7
Summary of Weibull Distribution Parameter Fitting Results for DMW Analysis

Standard Error in Standard Error in Vertical

Fitting Method I fi O(EDY), WeibullSlope Intercept (In(EDV))
Maximum Likelihood I 1.055 i 1547 ..-- ,. .' .L t -e 1 1 5 -4-i, 0.4Linearized Least Squares' 1.-0 T-5 1 4-53"", 0.11i 0,.. ... .. ...9

All inspection data adjusted to 600 'F (Q = 44 kcal/mole)

0.90

0.63

0.50

L- 0.20

.0

0.10

0.05

0.02

0.01

0.005

0.002

0.001

0 0005

0 0002

0.0001

EDYs

Figure A- I0
Example MLE Weibull Probability Distribution for Alloy 82/182 Piping to Nozzle
Butt Welds
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Figure A- I1
Result for DM Weld Numerical Study: Distribution of Number of Flows per
Component with at Least a Single Flaw

A.8.3 Crack growth model

The set of inputs for the PWSCC propagation model is described in Table A-8
at the end of this section, including deterministic and distributed inputs. Various
inputs are detailed in the following subsections.

A.8.3. 1 Empirical Growth Parameters

The general flaw propagation rate equation used in this study is given in
Equation [A-40]. The flaw propagation rate constant for growth in Alloy
182/82, •a./d, is based on MRP-263 and is taken as a deterministic input.
Likewise, the stress intensity factor threshold and propagation rate stress
intensity factor exponent (for growth in Alloy 182/82) are based on MRP-263
and are taken as deterministic inputs.

A.8.3.2 Growth Variation Factors

The uncertainty in the probabilistically calculated flaw propagation is principally
characterized by thefwl andf,• parameters in the MRP-263 flaw propagation
rate equations described Section A.5.3.

Thefýed parameter is a common factor applied to all specimens fabricated from
the same weld to account for effects of the weld wire/stick heat processing and of
weld fabrication. For this study, the log-normal distribution fit to the weld
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factors for the set of laboratory test welds assessed in MRP-263 is used (see
Figure A-12).

A "within weld factor" (fJ) is included to describe the variability in flaw
propagation rate for different weld specimens fabricated from the same test weld.
Log-normal distributions were developed and are shown in Figure A-13 to
describe the variability inf• observed for the data generated in MRP-263. The
f,ý distribution describes the scatter in the flaw propagation rate model that
remains after all effects addressed by the model are considered including the
particularfý,e, parameter calculated for each test weld.

Because there is a physical upper limit to the rate at which PWSCC crack
propagation can proceed, an upper truncation limit is applied when samplingfWe/d
orf,. Thefwed orf.. upper bound is set to the maximum of: the 95' percentile
of the respective distribution and the maximum calculatedfe,/d orf,,,
respectively. The lower bound is imposed in a similar manner as the 5' percentile
of the distribution.

Note that when anf.ý factor is applied in addition to thefweld factor, the product
of the two corresponding upper truncation limits proscribes the maximum flaw
propagation rate that can be applied within the flaw propagation model. That
maximum flaw propagation rate is assured to be greater than the maximum flaw
propagation rate actually observed in any of the laboratory tests used to develop
thefweld andfýý distributions when the conditions for each test are applied to the
applicable flaw propagation rate equation.

A.8.3.3 Uncertainty in Temperature Effect

The temperature dependence of the flaw propagation process is modeled using a
thermal activation energy. As shown in Table A-8, a normal distribution is used
to describe the uncertainty in the activation energy. The standard deviation
assumed corresponds to 5 kJ/mole, relative to the 130 kJ/mole mean activation
energy value, and is based on engineering judgment given experience with the
range of PWSCC flaw propagation activation energy values reported by various
investigators for Alloy 600 wrought material.

A reference temperature of 617 0 F is chosen as the reference temperature for the
crack growth model. The uncertainty in the activation energy accounts for the
uncertainty in the temperature effect between 617 0 F and the operating
temperature.

A.8.3.4 Correlation in Relating Flaw Initiation and Propagation

As discussed in A.5.3, it is generally accepted by PWSCC experts [21] that
components that are more susceptible to PWSCC flaw initiation than other
components tend to have higher flaw propagation rates than those other
components. The main challenge in correlating the time to initiation and the
flaw propagation rate in a probabilistic PWSCC assessment is that there is a
general lack of data with which to choose an appropriate correlation coefficient.
In the absence of data to select an appropriate correlation coefficient, the input
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could be treated as a sensitivity parameter. The correlation coefficient was
therefore set to zero for the base case analysis.

A.8.3.5 Crack Coalescence Factor

Crack coalescence modeling requires a distance threshold at which coalescence
occurs. In this study, this threshold is modeled by some deterministic ratio of the
maximum depth of the two cracks for which coalescence is assessed (that ratio
being 1/Fo,,,, .. . For the base case result, the F,,oa ...... parameter is inputted as an
arbitrarily large number such that cracks must abut for coalescence to occur.
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Table A-8
Summary of Inputs for DM Weld Flaw Propagation Model

IiDistrib. ; Value for
I iSymbol Description Source I Units IParameter Base Case

Q g Thermal activation energy for
PWSCC flaw propagation

Q values from MRP-263; I
I stdev based on judgment

see Note I
II
II
II

kJ/mole type' Normal

I mean, 130
stdev1 5

nmin 100

roax' 160
+- ..

-----I--------------------

T Component operating 1 See component-specific

temperature I tables in this report

f.;d Weld factor: common factor
I applied to all specimens

fabricated from the same weld

to account for weld wire/stick

i heat processing and for weld
fabrication

By definition, the median

within weld factor is one; I

Distributions from fits
shown in figures of this

document I

Within Weld factor: factor By definition, the median
I accounting for the variability in within weld factor is one; I

crack growth rate for different Distributions from fits

specimens fabricated from the shown in figures of this

same weld document

p •dd I Correlation coefficient for No basis for selection of
I PWSCC initiation and non-zero base case value

propagation of all cracks in

weld

p ,, I Correlation coefficient for No basis for selection of i
I PWSCC initiation and non-zero base case value I

propagation ofspecifc crack I

Nondim typeI Log-Normal
linear pi 1.13

log-norm gI 0.00
log-norm a' 0.4895

min, 0.440
maxt 2.24

Nondan type, Log-Normal
linear p 1.07

log-norm p1 0.00
log-norm c' 0.3742

rinn 0.355
max' 2.04

Nondin

Nondin

0.00

0.00

2.01 E- 12a Flaw propagation rate equation I Table F-2 ofMRP-263 (mi/s)/
i power law constant I I (MPa 1 r)6

Flwb propagation rate equation i Best fit per MRP-263 Nondin
i power law exponent

K Ith K[ Stress intensity factor I MRP-263 MPa-m"

I threshold

T---, Absolute reference temperature i MRP-263 °F
to normalize PWSCC flaw

propagation data

At Time step size for crack

increment

F oe Reciprocal of the ratio of
Imaximum crack depth that is

i used to evaluate the critical
separation distance for

rnn l~qtrsrrA

H

H

I month assumed I yr

Set arbitrarily large such Nondim
that coalescence occurs
only once two cracks

overlap

1.6

0

617

1/12

Arbitni
large value

calculated by
SIF models

calculated by
SIF models

- I- -- -- -- -7- - - --- -- -- L-----
K 90  IStress intensity factor at deepest SIF model IMPa-m'point on crack front I

... - -.-.-.-.-.-...... L -....-

K 0  I Stress intensity factor at strface SIF model I MPa-r_
5

point on crack front
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MRP-263 Weld Factor ftweld Distribution [12] with Log-Normal Fit for Alloy
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Figure A-13
MRP-263 Within Weld Factor fw Distribution [12] with Log-Normal Fit for Alloy
182/132

A.8.4 Flaw detection model

The set of inputs for the flaw examination models is described in Table A-9 at
the end of this section, including deterministic and distributed inputs. Various
inputs are detailed in the following subsections.
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A.8.4.1 Examination Scheduling

As mentioned in the modeling section, UT inspection scheduling prior to
peening for DM welds is based on ASME Code Case N-770-1 [16].
Accordingly, a UT inspection is simulated once every three cycles for the RVON
and once every four cycles for the RCP nozzle. The first PDI qualified UT
inspection is modeled as occurring in Fall 2009 (the end of the 14' simulated
cycle) for the RVON and Spring 2010 (the end of the 15t cycle) for the RCP
inlet/outlet. These dates correspond with the units that were used to develop the
operating timeline, temperature, and geometry inputs discussed in Section A.8.1.

In cases where peening is scheduled, the follow-up and in-service inspection
intervals are varied to generate comparative results. The follow-up interval is
varied between 1, 2, or 3 cycles. The in-service inspection interval is varied from
3 cycles (same as the unrelieved ISI) to the plant lifetime for the RPV outlet and
from 4 cycles to the plant lifetime for the RCP inlet/outlet.

For the baseline set of results, ET inspections are not simulated during the pre-
peening inspection. This scenario is included as a sensitivity.

A.8.4.2 UT Probability of Detection

The UT POD model for DM welds is described by Equation [A-44]. Based on
the study of UT qualification data published in MRP-262 Revision 1 [17], the
uncertainty of the detection model parameters, 31 and 32, can be accurately
captured using a bivariate normal distribution. The distribution parameters for
POD of DM weld cracking on RVONs from this study are given in Table A-9.
Note that these parameters are also applied for the RCP nozzle case given that
the RCP nozzle has a geometry similar to a RVON.

As discussed in the modeling section, the study used to derive the UT POD
curve discussed above did not include axial cracks. Experience indicates a
decreased capability to detect axial cracks relative to circumferential cracks using
UT. Accordingly, a deterministic reduction factor of 0.8 is conservatively applied
to the POD predicted by the model from [17] in order to model detection of
axial flaws by UT. The factor of 0.8 is conservative given the 80% detection rate
specified by Appendix VIII of Section XI for qualification of UT procedures and
personnel.

A correlation coefficient relating the results of the next inspection to the results
of the previous inspection can be included to take into account the increasing
likelihood of non-detection if a crack has already been missed in a previous
inspection. Because this value has not been experimentally determined, a modest
correlation coefficient of 0.5 is used for the base case input.

A.8.4.3 ET Probability of Detection

The probabilistic ET POD model is described by Equations [A-45] and [A-46].
The ET POD curve parameters were loosely based on vendor data provided by
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Mitsubishi Nuclear Engineering Services and Hitachi-GE, as well as EPRI's
eddy current Examination Technique Specification Sheets:

" Mitsubishi reported the ability to detect cracks based on their location. For
RV inlet/outlet butt welds, cracks 0.5 mm or deeper were detected. For
BMN inner surfaces, cracks 0.4 mm or deeper were detected. For BMN J-
weld surfaces, cracks 0.9 mm or deeper were detected [29]. These detection
depths correspond to a signal-to-noise ratio of 2.

" Hitachi-GE reported the ability to detect flaws with depths greater than 0.5
mm and lengths greater than 3.3 mm on BMNs [25].

" EPRI's eddy current Examination Technique Specification Sheets indicate
detectability of cracks with depths 0.7 mm or greater [26].

As discussed early, the ET inspection model is generated from upper and lower
POD curves which each represent a two standard deviation offset from the mean
POD curve. The upper bound (favorable) curve was chosen such that there is a
50% POD for cracks 0.5 mm deep and a 75% POD for cracks 0.7 mm deep. The
lower bound (unfavorable) curve was chosen such that there is a 50% POD for
cracks 1.0 mm deep and a 75% POD for cracks 1.2 mm deep. Finally, a
maximum POD of 95% is used to account for human/equipment error or other
factors. The lower, upper, and mean POD curves are shown in Figure A-14.

In addition to the POD curve as a function of crack depth, experience indicates
that there exists a minimum crack length below which cracks are very difficult to
detect by ET. A deterministic input of 2 mm was selected for this length.
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Table A-9
Summary of Inputs for DM Weld Examination Model

I I Distrib. Value for
Symbl I Description I Source Units !ParameterI Base Case

, 1  I POD model for 0th order I
ilogistic equation parameter for I

i Category BI components: RV
I Inlet and Outlet

Table 12-3 of MRP-
262

-- --------- - - - ----

2 POD model for Istorder Table 12-3 ofMRP-

logistic equation parameter for 1 262
Category B I components: RV'

Inlet and Outlet

P Correlation coefficient for MRP-262 Wald Model

Category BI component POD i Results in Appendix B

model parameters
-- . ..- --- -......------------- - - ------
Reduction factor applied to Engineeringjudgment

POD predicted from
circumferential crack detection I

data

(ali.IErT, First defined coordinate for j Engineeringjudgment,
L fEa) fvorable ET POD curve I NDE experts, literature

7----------L---.. .--- "-----------

(a .12 Er, Second defined coordinate for I Engineeringjudgment,

P u. ZEr) I favorable ET POD curve NDE experts, literature

(a [,.ET, I First defined coordinate for IEngineeringjudgment,

PT L"r) i tnffavorable ETPODcurve NDE experts, literature
- ' - -4 -. . . .- . . . . .- . .- . .- . .- . . ..- . .- .-

(a LF2,ET, i Second defined coordinate for Engneernngjudgment,

P 1" 1 unifavorable ET POD curve NDE experts, literature

P..E. I Maximum probability of Engneringjudgnet
- detection for ET inspection L.---------

C,,,, ET 2 Minimum detectable crack I Engineeringjudgment,
L ---- lenlg _ 'NDE experts, literature

P ,ý, ' Correlation coefficient for I Engieeringjudgment

successive UT inspections i

Nondini typeI Normal

- mean, 3.2440

stdev' 0.5490

I deterministic, 3.2440

Nondim type' Normal

mean, 1.06

stdev' 1.32
- -d - -r - - -1,06

---- - -iL deterministic 1 - - 1.06 -
Nondin

Nordian

L - -. . . .

(nmNondm'r

(mrmNondm'

(mmNondim,

(mrn,Nondrn,

Nondinmm

-0.86980
0.80

(0.5,0.5)

(0.7,0.75)

(1.0,0.5)

(1.2,0.75)

0.95

2.00

0.50
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Assumed POD Curve for ET Inspection of Nozzle ID

A.8.5 Effect of peening on residual stress

The set of inputs related to peening considerations is described in Table A-10 at
the end of this section, including deterministic and distributed inputs. Various
inputs are detailed in the following subsections.

A.8.5.1 Peening Application Scheduling

For both the hot and cold leg DM weld components, the peening application is
scheduled for the outage coinciding with the second UT inspection. This reflects
the fact that the first PDI qualified UT inspection of DM welds occurred
recently (e.g., 2009 and 2010) and that peening is assumed to be performed as
soon as possible, but in the most economical fashion.

Given the first inspection times and inspection intervals defined in Section
A.8.1.2, the time of peening application for the hot leg component is EOC 17
and the time of peening application for the cold leg component is EOC 19.

A.8.5.2 Post-Peening Residual Stresses

The parameterized model for post-peening residual stress profiles are described
in Equations [A-17] through [A-21].

Uncertainty in the peening stresses is incorporated by using distributions for the
magnitude of the compressive surface stress and the depth of the peening layer.
These distributions were determined based on data and qualitative information
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provided by peening vendors (e.g., Hitachi-GE, Toshiba, MHI) as documented
in MRP-267 Revision 1 [4]. In general, the vendor-supplied data included
measured stresses, often in two orthogonal directions, at various depths between
the peened surface and approximately 1-2 mm. Other information, including the
peening type, the specimen material, specimen geometry, and specimen stress
state prior to peening, was generally available for each measured stress profile.
This data is summarized in Table A-11 and Table A-12, for specimens peened
by ULP and WJP, respectively12 .

For each measured stress profile, measurements were available at between 5 and
20 depths. A linear equation was fit to this data for each profile and the resulting
fit was used to approximate the surface stress and the peening depth, as
demonstrated in Figure A-15. Table A-11 and Table A-12 give these
approximated characteristics, as well as the coefficient of determination value, for
each linear fit.

The sample mean and standard deviation for surface stress, calculated across the
66 ULP and WJP stress profiles, are -544 and 181 MPa (-78.9 ksi and 26.3 ksi).
A normal distribution with this sample mean and standard deviation is assumed
for the initial surface stress of the DM weld ID after peening. An upper
truncation limit of 0 MPa is used to reflect the assumption that the residual
surface stress is always compressive after peening (across the 66 stress profiles, the
minimum surface stress magnitude belonged to a specimen with an approximated
surface stress of -239 MPa or -34.7 ksi).

The peening compressive residual stress depth for the DM weld ID is also
modeled with a normal distribution. This distribution is given a mean of 1.0 mm.
This value is supported by the data discussed above. A standard deviation of 0.25
is used to account for variation in the application characteristics. While the data
indicates a larger standard deviation, this is due in large part to the error in the
linear fit. Furthermore, the data spans many different geometries and application
degrees of freedom, whereas the application on in-service DM welds is expected
to be more controlled. The non-realistic case of negative penetration depth is
prevented by using a lower truncation bound of 0.0 mm.

To define the transition from the compressive surface layer to the pre-peening
stress profile, two characteristic lengths are required (as detailed in Section A.3.3
and Figure A-4). The first length, x2PpRs, defines the distance from the peened
surface to the point where the pre-peening WRS profile is regained. The second
length, x3 1,,,s, defines the distance from the peened surface to the point where
the post-peening, stress-balanced WRS profile is regained. These lengths are
defined with deterministic ratios:

" Measured stress profiles from stainless steel specimens were included in the set of data that

informed modeling and inputs for peened components. The key characteristics of these stress
profiles (e.g., stress at the surface; penetration depth) were not found to be statistically different
from those of Alloy 600 and its weld metals. For instance, the mean and standard deviation of
post-peening surface stress across 51 Alloy 600/182/132 samples were -544 and 183 MPa; these
same metrics across 15 stainless steel samples were -547 and 181 MPa.
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X3,PPRS = fl,PPRSXI,PPRS

XzPPRS = xPPRs + PPR (x3,PPks - xPPS[A-50]

These ratios were defined based on engineering judgment as little measured data
was available beyond 1-2 mm from the peened surface. Their values are given in
Table A-8.

A.8.5.3 Thermal and Load Cycling

To estimate the stress relaxation occurring in a peened component over a plant
lifespan, experimental data monitoring residual surface stress measurements on a
peened surface as a function of time were analyzed. Specifically, measurements
were available for three Alloy 182 specimens treated with WJP by Hitachi-GE
[4]. These data are shown in Figure A-16.

To accelerate the stress relaxation, the experiments were performed at a
temperature of 842°F (450°C) for 1000 hr, which is much higher than typical
component temperatures during operation. This temperature and duration were
converted to an equivalent operating time at 620'F (327QC) using an Arrhenius
relationship with an activation energy of 188 kJ/mol, which corresponds to the
lower bound of an activation energy range for creep of Alloy 600 in primary
water determined by Was et al. [27]. This results in a total equivalent operating
time of approximately 69 EFPY at 620°F (3270C). So, the thermal stress
relaxation fraction for a plant lifetime,fr,ax, could be determined from the average
ratio of residual stress at the end of the experiment to the residual stress just after
peening. This value is applied immediately to the sampled initial peening surface
stress discussed in the previous subsection. In the Hitachi-GE data, the majority
of the residual stress relaxation was observed within 1 h (equivalent to
approximately 25 days at 620°F), which justifies the application of the stress
relaxation factor immediately after peening.

The reduction in peening compressive residual stress level assumed in the
probabilistic calculations is considered to conservatively address the effects of
thermal relaxation due to prolonged elevated temperature exposure, as well as due
to load cycling (i.e., stress shakedown). The load cycling testing performed by
NRI for EPRI [4] (on samples peened by all the candidate methods considered
in this report) was performed in combination with exposure to a temperature of
300'C for a total time of about 2000 hours. The other stress relaxation testing
described in MRP-267 Revision 1 [4] indicated that the majority of the stress
relaxation occurs early in the elevated temperature tests performed. Thus, the
NRI tests are considered to adequately represent the combined effects of thermal
relaxation and load cycling. Finally, the probabilistic inputs encompass the level
of stress relaxation exhibited in the NRI tests.
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A.8.5.4 Effect of Peening on Growth

For the baseline results, growth of cracks is simulated without consideration for
crack closure. This effect is considered as a sensitivity case.

Also for the baseline results, full credit is given to growth of the length of a crack
under the peening surface. As discussed in Section A.5.5, this is done by using
the "balloon" growth approximation - neglecting peening stresses for the
calculation of length growth. The "balloon" growth approximation is lifted for a
sensitivity study.
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Table A- 10
Summary of Peening-Specific Inputs for DM Weld Model

Description I Source
Distrib. Value for Base

Units Parameter i Case

EOC A 17Outage ofpeeningapplieation for I Scheduled at next
hot leg RVON outage coincidng

i with a UT inspection
Outage of peening application for Scheduled at next

cold leg RVON outage coinciding
-with aUT inspection

Nurber oftycles between I MRP-336
peening application and follow-up

Inspection frequency after peeningl MRP-336
_fr hot leg - - --.... ..

i nspection frequency after peening, MRP-336

, - for hot leg component j

'7 0, PP/S t =0) 1 Initial peening stress on applied ' Vendor-supplied
surface data for fiber laser-

iand water jet-peened
surfaces

x I.PPRS Depth from surface where i Information fir
peening residual stress crosses 'vendors and vendor-

zero supplied data for
fiber laser- and water

i jet- peened surfaces

flPPRS 'Ratio of nunin'lly-affected depth Engeeringjndgnment
to penetration depth I

fPPRS F raction ofdepth beeen e gineerng j ngint
penetration depth and minimally- i

affected depth where peening
results in no net effect

Esttnated reduction factor of IHitatchi experinental
peening residual stresses after data for relaxation of

approximately 60 years at Alloy 182 specinuns
operational temperatures I after WJP

Flag Widcat• i growth will Crack closure eflects
be predicted considerng the I are neglected for

effect of crack closure base case

Flag idicating if cracks tny Cracks are allowed
growth in length without the effect, to grow in length

of peening stresses I without effict of
peeniag to

approxinate sub-
i surface balloon

growth of crack

EOC 19

c.Ycl•esvaried from1,2,3

-- ---------
I(#t cycles)-

adfrom 3,6,12,w

(it cycles)- a
varied from 4,6,12,oo

MPa L ty._. Nornal
-nmean. -544

stdevi 1817- . .sd-e - - -18- - --

Maril -1000
m-- -- - ax. 0

torn typel Normal

meani 100

stdev 0i25

"mrr ' 0,00

mnxi 2.50

Nondim 2.00

- ondan-

Nondimi

0.70

0.746

False

Loc True
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Table A- Il
Summary of Peening Data (ULP)

Pre-Peening Approxinmted Post- Approximated R2 
of Linear Fit

Mterimal Specimen Geometry Surface Stress Peening Surface Stress PenetrationMaterial ( a)( a)D th to Stress Profile
(MPa) (MPa) Depth (mm)

304SS J Rectanplar Plate -295 -692 1 0.94 I 0.837
- -t-a-- - -- -- - ------- +- ----- - - -

304SS RecttaularPatei 200 I -897 1 061 - 0.928-9 -I I- LI -AI
304SS i Rectan _r Plate _ _ 266 -592 1.11 0.954

304SS L Welded Plate I N/A I -555 1 1.05 _ 0822
-- - -_ -

304SS P Welded Plate N/A -373 1.37 0.792

316L SS 5 Re~_tanlar Plate _ -305 I -847 0.83 - - L 0.802

316L SS_ Rectangular Plate - 185 i -742 - 0.96 0,789

316LSS i Rectanejar Plate N/A 1 -420 1.03 I 0.86931LS-Rctr _lt --t - r- -t36SS -I Re 0.739
316L SS Rect ar Plate i N/A I -660 I 0.94 - 3

Alloy 132 1 Rectangular Plate ' -53 -583 1.20 i 0.758-.. . . I - - -- I- 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -0.8-- -51 - - -
Alloy 132 _RetangularPlate 482 j -762 I 1.16 -p 0.851_

I I
Alloy 182 . RectPnplar late. -160 L -687 . 1.14 - 0.840

-----------

_Alloly L Rectanuar Plate I 485 I -1006 1 0.90 0.916. . . .~ýaV a P t! - - - -- - -I- -1
Alloy 600 r_ BMN-Stzed Pipe ID_ -400 .- -560 . .--------- 1.00 0.662

Alloy 600 j BMN-SizedP~peID _ -200 I -500 1.14 0.701

Alloy 600 BMN-Sized Pipe OD i -400 1 -806 1 0.49 0.825

Alloy 600 1 BMN-S_ d PipeOD -200 -375 1 0.83 0.730I" ------- - -_edP~_ _- -- - - - -7

Alloy 600 Rectangular Plate I -2 1 -370 I 1.01 - 0879
Ally 60I ecngl Plate 24 I -575 0.95 I 0.965

Alloy 600 L Rectan. Plate 37 I -653 i 1.13 . 0.852
.. . i.. .. .. .. .. .. _i

Alloy600 I Rectanear Plate 440 - -875 1.03 I 0.839

Alloy 600 Rectangular Plate I N/A I -851 i 1.52 L 0.900

Alloy 600 1 Rectangular Plate N/A - -339 i 0.92 0.888
Aly 0 1 Rectangula Plate N/A 1 -447 0.88 i 0.921_ALo-y60 I_ _R ca- T PlaTe- - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Alloy 600 - Welded Plate 1 -550 I -676 1.00 0.748

Alloy I Welded Plate -550 -510 i 1.70 I 0.529-loy 0 - W ede -lt - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - -+

-Alloy 600 -Welded Plate I -540 I -783 I 0.96 - 0813_

Alloy 600 I Welded Plate -540 -767 1,82 i 0.671. . . -_•2 - -L - - - - - -
Alloy600 Welded Plate I -483 I -887 i 0.35 0.994

Alloy 600 1 Welded Plate i_ -483 - _ -774 0.78 i 0786-- -r" -j . . . . . . . . . - -

Alloy 600 Welded Plate 1 -207 1 -604 1.01 0787

-Alloy 600 Welded Plate i -207 _-603 i 1.00 0.763

Alloy 600 Welded Plate -205 -546 1.43 0.736
-I- + - 0.864

Alloy 600O Welded Plate 1 -205 1 -492 1 1.68 0.864
Alloy_600 I Welded Plate -47 -737 0.67 i 0.996 _

Alloy (6_0L Welded Plate I -47 I -779 0.42 0.999

Alloy_600 I Welded Plate .- - --I -467 _ 1.95 I 0.584
"-------------6 . . _ 1- - -

_Aoy60_0 _j Welded Plate 1 61 1 -554 1 1.18 L 0.802-r - - - - r- - - - - - - - - - T

-Alloy 600 1 Welded Plate - 345 _ _-536 - 1.00 0.836

Ay 600 Welded Plate 350 1 -605 1.09 I 0.976-_A-_y0 -Wede Pt -- - -

Allo6y 00 Welded Plate 1 350 1 -433 I 1.24 1 0781
Alloy600 I Welded Plate , 430 -381 1.00 0.896
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Table A- 12
Summary of Peening Data (WJP)

Specunan Pre-Peening Appmxinmted Post- Approxinated R2 
of InearlFitSaerima1 Specimen Geometry Surface Stress Peening Surface Stress Penetration

(MPg) (MPa) Depth (mm)

304SS j RectanglarPlate_ 241.325 -415 0.82 I 0.933
. .. . .. -r. . . . . . . . . . . .+----"-------- --- =- --_

304SS Rec_ laPte 1 241.325 1 -353 I 0.70 0666 _

304SS RectangularPlate 517.125 _ -408 . 0.66 - 0.786304SS ) Rect,.-----------------_4-

316LSS _ RectanYulaPate i 489.545 1 -443 1 0.91 0.868

_ 316LSS RectanQParhte 1- 4 4 0.68 0.792

316LSS ý Recj nýgt a r Plate . 495517.125 . .. 399 -- 1.03-- - _-0.709-9

_A1o~y182 _ Recýt Plate I 434.385 -527 1 0.60 0751

Ay MockUpID 70 1 -316 1 0.51 0.879
---y-o _ BN M U_. I - I- --------------- 9-----

AIy600 BMN MockUID I 256 i -369 0.790903

AI2y 60 2 - ock Uj1ID 406 L -293 + 0.52 0.984

AIo_ 600_ P BMNMockUpID 1 460 1 -365 . 0.55 0.946

Alloy 600 I BMN Mock U1 p OD 4 N/A -461 2.84 -I 0.909 _4---------------46 ------------------- 09

Alloy 600 BMN Mock Up OD I N/A j -394 I 2.87 0.859

Axoy-600c BMNMock UpOD 1 -_N/A_ - - -352 - 1.57 0.980
Alloy600 BMN Mock Up OD N/A -284 1 2.66 L _ 0.553

AYoy600 l- B MN-Sed PipeLD ID 503.335 j__ -509 - 0.61"- 0.805

All O - - -e-I 510.23 - 90 0,75 - 0.392 __A-4-y60----------_---_~i~e.-D---_-30 _+----------

Alloy600 Rec•t Plate I 268.905 I -349 I 0.66 0.685
. .. . . . . I 1 .3 - I 0.9 L 0.838

Allo y60_0 _ _Rect, iPlate 5. 123 -492 0.95

_Aboy600 RectanularPlate 6 510.23 I -379 1 1.02 0.668
-- L N/AI

Alloy 600 lat N/A P -616 0.93 0.778
Aloy600 j ReC tear Plate - N/A I -549 I 1.84 0938

7.. . .- - - r - - - - - - - - -- T ---
A24ýoy 600 ! Welled Plate t 562 _d-239 . t 4,14 I 0.326

Alloy 600 1 Welded Plate 873 -331 1.36 0.743
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Figure A- 15
Example Linear Fit to Stress Profile Data

Specimen: Alloy 182
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Figure A- 16
Experimental Data used to Estimate Thermal Residual Stress Relaxation Factor

A.9 Results of probabilistic cases

This section presents results generated using the integrated probabilistic model
described in Sections A.2 through A.6, with particular focus on the prediction of
the leakage criterion described in Section A.7. Using the inputs described in
Section A.8, this section presents predictions for hot and cold leg DM weld
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components without peening mitigation (Section A.9.1) and with peening
mitigation (Section A.9.2).

Section A.9.3 presents the results of sensitivity studies wherein one or more
inputs or modeling methodologies were varied from those described in Sections
A.2 through A.8. The aim of these sensitivity studies is to demonstrate the
relative change in the predicted leakage risk for a DM weld component when an
input or modeling assumption is varied.

Because various assumptions and simplifications were involved in the
development of the integrated probabilistic model, the magnitudes of the
predicted risks for any given case may include a substantial bias error.
Accordingly, the more vital conclusions are drawn from the relative differences
between risks predicted for different cases (e.g., between the risks predicted for
one peening schedule vs. those predicted with a different peening schedule).

A.9. 1 Results for the unmitigated case

Using the inputs specified in Section A.8, predictions were made for the hot and

cold leg DM weld components without any peening mitigations; leakage

probability vs. time predictions are given in Figure A-17 and Figure A-18,

respectively. For these cases, inspections were scheduled based on N-770-1 for

unmitigated components.

For reference, the hypothetical time of peening is shown on these plots. As
discussed in the inputs section, this time of peening has been set to coincide with
the next UT inspection scheduled after present day. Between the hypothetical
time of peening and 60 calendar years (55.2 EFPY), the model predicts a
cumulative probability of leakage of 2.6E-02 for the hot leg component and
7.6E-04 for the cold leg component. These values will be important for assessing
the performance of peening with respect to leakage mitigation in the following
section.

A.9.2 Results with peening mitigation

As discussed previously, a follow-up inspection is expected to be conducted either
one, two, or three cycles after peening, and after the follow-up inspection, a new
in-service inspection interval is expected to be utilized through the end of plant
life. Various combinations of follow-up inspection time and in-service inspection
frequency were used to make leakage risk predictions after peening. These results
are summarized in Figure A-19 and Figure A-20 for the hot and cold leg
components, respectively. It is emphasized that a surface inspection is not
modeled at the pre-peening inspection for these results. This is instead addressed
as a sensitivity case.

For both the hot and cold DM weld components, the predicted likelihood of
cracks existing after the pre-peening inspection is very low; less than 3E-04.
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For the RVON, the program predicts that the cumulative probability of leakage
after peening is reduced by a factor between 120 and 200, (compared to
cumulative leakage probabilities on same span of time for an unmitigated
RVON). While there is some small trend with respect to follow-up time, in
general the degree of improvement is not significantly influenced by the follow-
up time or the ISI frequency. The former is the result of the fact that most of the
cracks that go undetected at the pre-peening inspection are small, and
accordingly grow slowly after peening (see deterministic calculations that
demonstrate this in Section 5.2); the latter is a result of the fact that nearly all
cracks are detected during the pre-peening or follow-up inspection and no new
cracks are expected to initiate after peening.

For the RCP nozzle, the program predicts that the cumulative probability of
leakage after peening is reduced by a factor between 9 and 12, (compared to
cumulative leakage probabilities on same span of time for an unmitigated RCP
nozzle). This degree of improvement is smaller than that predicted for the hot
leg component because the inspection schedule for an unmitigated cold leg
component conservatively takes little credit for its reduced temperature in
comparison to that for hot-leg locations.

For both the hot and cold DM weld components, the probability of leaking after
the follow-up inspection is very low; less than 7E-05 in all cases. Figure A-21
demonstrates the decaying nature of leakage probability vs. time after peening,
for both the cold and hot components with relieved UT inspection intervals. This
may be important for establishing post-peening BMV scheduling.

A.9.3 Results for sensitivity cases

Various sensitivity studies were conducted with the DM weld probabilistic model
in order to demonstrate the relative change in the predicted results given one or
more changes to modeling or input assumptions. Each sensitivity case has been
classified as either a Model Sensitivity (in which an approximated input or model
characteristic is varied) or an Inspection Sensitivity (in which a controllable
inspection option is varied). These sensitivity cases are described in Table A-13
and Table A-14.

The relative changes in the predicted cumulative probability of leakage after the
hypothetical time of peening, for all sensitivity studies, are given in Figure A-22
(for cases in which peening was applied) and Figure A-23 (for cases in which
peening was not applied). Results are given for the RVON, instead of the RCP
nozzle, because these components were predicted to have a higher general
probability of leakage.

A handful of intriguing cases have been selected for a more detailed discussion
below:
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DMW Model Sensitivity Cases 1 and 2 - NB-3600 [28] Bending Loads

To study the effect of worst-case bending loads on leakage, the high and extreme
loads calculated with NB-3600 [28] equations were applied to RVON in DMW
Model Sensitivity Cases la and 2a, respectively.

The high bending load calculated using NB-3600 equations is very nearly the
same load used to produce base case results and as expected the results of the base
case and Case 1 are similar.

The extreme bending load calculated using NB-3600 equations is approximately
90% larger than the load used in the base case. While this resulted in a modest
increase (13%) in the probability of the leakage for the unmitigated component,
it counter-intuitively reduced the probability of leakage for the peened
component. This is partially due to the fact that the higher bending results in
faster crack growth prior to peening, and thus higher probabilities of detection at
the pre-peening inspection. However, it is partially due to a modeling artifact: as
the bending load increases, the maximum stress used in Equation [A-34]
increases relative to stresses at other locations resulting in a more significant
initiation time stress adjustment at these other locations. This is especially
significant for the initiation of axial cracks whose stress does not increase with
the bending load.

To address this effect (in Model Sensitivity Cases lb and 2b), a reduction factor
is applied to t, of the first crack initiation time model.

tt' = faadit, [A-511

This results in earlier first crack initiation to counteract the reduction in the
mean arrival time of multiple crack initiation. The reduction factor is calculated
to normalize the initiation times of the extreme bending case:

fa•aj,,, - r"gbase [A-52]
asur,fextreme )

where Umugbae and Grsufetfme are the nominal surface stresses at the point of
maximum bending for the base case and the extreme loading case, respectively.

With this adjustment, the probability of leakage increased by 145%for the
unmitigated component and increased by 27% for the peened component. This
suggests that the faster rate of growth due to the larger bending load outweighs
the larger POD at the pre-peening inspection.
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DMW Model Sensitivity Case 4: Time-Dependent Residual Stress Relaxation

As an alternative to the instantaneous peening stress relaxation model used for
the base case, DMW Model Sensitivity Case 4 explored the use of a time-
dependent stress relaxation model.

Given only a small set of experimental stress relaxation data for Alloy 182
supplied by peening vendors, a simple exponential model was deemed
appropriate for this study:

rPPR•,d (X, Atpeen) U;,I ,PSld (x, At = 0). exp[-m. Atpeen] [A-53]

where Atpeen is the time elapsed since peening (in EFPYs) and m is the empirical
stress relaxation exponent. It is noted that this approach relaxes both the peening
and welding residual stresses, whereas the method used in the base case
conservatively relaxed only peening stresses. Welding residual stresses are not
relaxed until after the time of peening, resulting in higher likelihood of crack
formation and growth prior to peening.

After linearizing the exponential model, a best-fit value of the stress relaxation
exponent was calculated with linear least squares regression. A value of 4.71E-03
EFPY' was estimated. This results in a stress relaxation vs. time that is nearly
linear between 0 and 60 years (55 EFPY).

As demonstrated in Figure A-22, the relative change caused by applying this
model was negligible. This may be the result of competing effects (e.g., slower
relaxation of compressive peening stresses vs. the use of welding residual stress
relaxation). More likely, it demonstrates insensitivity in the leakage risk to the
exact manner in which residual stress relaxation is modeled.

DMW Model Sensitivity Case 6: Correlation of Initiation and Growth

DMW Model Sensitivity Case 6 explored the generally accepted tendency for
cracks that initiate earlier to grow faster; specifically it explored this tendency's
impact on the leakage probability predictions. This tendency is implemented by
adding a negative correlation between the time of first crack initiation on DM
weld component, trf and the weld-to-weld variation factor,fe/d, as well as
between each multiple crack initiation time, t,,fi, and the sampled within-weld
variation,f•.i, for each crack. Erring on the side of simplicity, the base case used
zero correlation because it is difficult to quantify the proper correlation
coefficient. This case uses a medium/strong (-0.8) correlation coefficient for the
correlations described above.

The results shown in Figure A-22 and Figure A-23 demonstrate the competing
effects of crack growth rate and POD. For the peened component, adding
correlation results in a 56% decrease in the probability of leakage after peening
because it causes generally larger cracks at the time of the pre-peening inspection
which fosters detection before the relieved inspection scheduled. However, for
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the unmitigated component, adding correlation results in a 33% increase in
probability of leakage because cracks that initiate during the lifetime of a DM
weld component are considered early (for the corresponding chemical and
material conditions) and thus grow faster.

DMW Model Sensitivity Case 8: Reduced Initial Crack Depth

The base case inputs used to make predictions for the RVON assumed an initial
crack depth between 2.5%tw (1.7 mm) and 10%tw (7 mm). In reality, the
initiation depth of PWSCC can be on the micro- or nano-scale, arising from
manufacturing processes, other forms of corrosion, cavitation, etc. The rationale
behind selecting a much larger initiation depth is that the initiation time model is
based on data for detected cracks, and so it does not account for micro- or nano-
scale cracks, of which there are likely many more incidences. Furthermore, the
prediction of crack growth rate with the methods presented in the modeling
section is compromised as the depth of the crack to be analyzed becomes smaller
than approximately 0.1 mm.

Because of the importance of detection during the pre-peening and follow-up
inspections, it may be non-conservative to assume cracks with large initial depths.
Such cracks may more easily be detected at the pre-peening or follow-up
inspections, resulting in less cracks active during the post-peening ISI schedule.
DMW Model Sensitivity Case 8 assessed this possibility by using an initial crack
depth distribution with a median depth 10 times less than that used for the base
case, resulting in an initial crack depth approximately between 0.25%tw (0.2 mm)
and 1%tw (0.7 mm). (For the nominal surface stress on a DM weld component,
the stress intensity factor for a 0.2 mm crack is -11 MPa-V/m (-10 ksi-V/in),
which is slightly below the crack depths used to generate the crack growth rate
curve presented in Section A.5.3).

As anticipated, the smaller crack depth resulted in an increase in the probability
of leakage after peening (52% larger relative to the base case) while it resulted in a
slight decrease in the probability of leakage of an unmitigated component.

DMW Model Sensitivity Case 9: Earlier Initiation of First PWSCC

DMW Model Sensitivity Case 9 explored the effect of shifting the initiation
time model such that initiations are predicted earlier in general. This provides an
alternative approach to accounting for the fact that the initiation model used for
the base case was fit to data for detected cracks; hypothetically, if undetected
cracks could be included to fit the initiation model, the initiation time
distribution would be shifted toward earlier times. Conservatively, the parameter
t1 of the first crack initiation model, which quantifies the time at which 1% of
DM weld components are expected to initiate PWSCC, was reduced by a factor
5 for this sensitivity case.

As shown in Figure A-22 and Figure A-23, this increased the probability of
leakage after the hypothetical time of peening by a factor of approximately five,
for both the peened and unmitigated component. It is noted that probability of
leakage for an RVON, predicted at present day, for this sensitivity case, was
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approximately 10%. This is a higher probability than indicated by the incidence
rate in US PWRs.

DMW Inspection Sensitivity Case 2: No Pre-Peening Inspection

The base case included a volumetric (UT) inspection during the pre-peening
examination. Along with the follow-up inspection, this inspection is key for
detecting significant cracks before entering the relieved inspection schedule.
DM'W Inspection Sensitivity Case 2 aimed to demonstrate this importance by
comparing leakage risks with and without the pre-peening volumetric inspection.

When the pre-peening volumetric inspection was forgone, the probability of
leakage after peening was predicted to increase by more than 10 times relative to
the base case.

DMW Inspection Sensitivity Case 3: Surface Inspection Performed During
Pre-Peening Inspection

The base case did not include a surface (ET) inspection during the pre-peening
examination. Even without surface inspection, peened DM welds operating with
relieved inspection intervals were predicted to have lower probabilities of leakage
compared to unmitigated DM welds operating with the currently stipulated
inspection interval. DMW Inspection Sensitivity Case 3 explored what further
risk improvement might be anticipated if a surface inspection were to be
scheduled during the pre-peening inspection.

The probability of leakage was predicted to be reduced by 93% when surface
inspection was included during the pre-peening inspection, instead of solely a
volumetric inspection. This large reduction was expected. Not only does the
surface inspection provide a second, independent inspection of all potential crack
sites, but it is generally more effective for small-depth cracks that may be missed
by volumetric inspection.
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Table A- 13
Description of Model Sensitivity Cases for DM Weld Probabilistic Model

N I MoeleSeneiriBsty Case

SN Paraneter I Base Case I New Value(s)

I0 I Base Case:
-- See table ofbase case Inputs

Load Module Bending Stress I
la Increase bending load per M[NTmy=4519.4 MPa Murky--4292.7 MPa

. . ._ . ._ NB-3600Eq9_- ------------------------------------
Load Module Bending Stress See case Ia See case la

I lb I Increase bending load per =19.8 EDY (nominal) t =20.8 EDY (nominal)
NB-3600 Fj.9with treoet __4-

Load Module Bending Stress I
2a Increase bending load per I MINTEy, 4519.4 MPa MNcrE5 =8585.4 MPa

I _ NB-3600 Eq1..l-O--....-.
NR60f2L- - - - - - - -

Load Module Bending Stress S
I 2b I Increase bending load per See case Ia See case ]a

I 00fq. ih Lrefqe t, =19.8 EDY(nonsinal) 1 t =9.0 EDY (nominal)B:"ý -- -B30 -q. -wt t-e~oe - -- t-----

1 - - Peening Penetration Depth II-------,PP--------

3 Double standard deviation ofpeening I a(x o,ppRs) =0.25 n r(x ,ppiis) I.50
t- -4 -- pjenetrationdep.h . .--

I : Stress Relaxation m=0.0 EFPY' 1 m=5.IE-03 EFPY'
I Include time-dependent stress relaxation aopPQRs (t =0)=406 MPa (nominal) I ao.pps (t =0)=545 MPa (nominal)

---- -- ------------- ----------------------
5 1 Multiple Flaw Initiation Model Slope I =0fl_=3.0

l. Increase to 3.0 I . =2.0 . . =3.0 .

I I nitiation-Growth Correlation P-,1=
0

.
0  

I Pweldd
0

.
8

6 I Include correlation Pw=0.0 I Pww0.8
---" I - - ---------- I-

7 Stress Adjustment of Initiation Times I n =4.0 (nominal) I n =0.0 (nominal)
Remove- -4 . .tL vL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ia 0 t =0,05 (nominal) a 0/t =0.005 (nominal)
Inta8 C 0.01 (lower bound) 0.001 (lowerbound)

. 1 Decrease to 0.5% through-wall 0.42 (upper bound) 0.42 (upper bound)

I---------------------I t ,=19.8 (nosninal) tit 3.6(ntominnal)
W 9Initiation Reference Time

9 I 1.93 (lower bound) 0.386 (lower bound)
Decrease reference time by factor of5 202.7 (upper bound) 40.5 (upper bound)

10 Growth Integration Tine Step "1/12 yr 1/24 yr
-1Halve --I----------------------------
1 Initial Crack Depth and Minimum K Value "
1 Decrease median initial crack depth to I See case 8

0.5% through-wall Minimum allowable K value= 0.0 Minimum allowable K value=
12.0

L - -- poseminimu_ K value--° j2-O- _ j ..........
-2 Coalescence Threshold Distance I F ,,=IE06 I F =2.0

12 I ncrease threshold I

13 I Crack Closure Methodology Neglected effect of crack closure I Accounted for effect of crack

I Utilize I on stress intensity factor closure on stress intensity factor
I 4-
1 Balloon Growth I Neglected peening stresses for Accounted forpeening stresses

14 I Prevent I crack length growth for crack length growth

__-- .1_-------- -
I5 I UT Inspection Correlation

1 Remove correlation between inspections 5,"

1 Axdal Crack POD Reduction Factor
6Decreased yy

2
S% - - - - -25- --

Crack Detection I Linearly interpolated POD Set POD to zero for cracks less
Disable detection ofcracks less than 10% I between 0 and 10% through-wall than 10% through-wall

through-wall
Prior Plant Experience R

18 1 Reject trials with detections/leaks before I Did not apply rejection criterion Rejected detections/leaks prior
I present day I to 17 cycles ofoperation.
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Table A- 14
Description of Inspection Sensitivity Cases for DM Weld Probabilistic Model

I I Inspection Sensiti-ity Case

• I~ Parameter Base Case I New Value(s)

-Base Case:I 0
_ .L. d See table o.base_case Lnputs

I IPromdolo-piseto

I I Inspection Scheduling Performed follow-up inspection Skipped follow-up inspection

I Skipfollow-up inspection and enter IS1 entering ISI with inspection before entering ISI with

I I immediately everyn interval n inspection every interval
I -- e in terra

I I Inspection Scheduling Performed UT during pre-
S2 ISkipped pre-peening inspectionSkip UTdurtngpre-peening inspection I peening inspection

I-- ---------- ------ - - - - - - - - --- L-- ----------

Inspection Scheduling Did not perform Er during pre- Performed El during pre-peening
13I

I Perform ETduring pre-peening inspection I peening inspection inspection
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Figure A- 17
Prediction of Leakage vs. Time for RVON
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Figure A- 18

C

Prediction of Leakage vs. Time for Cold Leg RCP Inlet/Outlet Nozzle
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Cumulative Probability of Leakage after Hypothetical Time of Peening vs. ISI
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Figure A-20
Cumulative Probability of Leakage after Hypothetical Time of Peening vs. ISI
Frequency for a Cold Leg RCP Inlet/Outlet Nozzle
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Summary of Sensitivity Results for DM Weld Probabilistic Model without Peening
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A. 10 Conclusions regarding appropriate in-service
examination requirements for DMWs in primary system
piping mitigated by peening

The results of the probabilistic analysis of PWSCC on a general cold leg nozzle
support the relieved UT inspection schedules prescribed in Section 4 of this
report. Specifically, the cumulative leakage probability after the hypothetical time
of peening is predicted to be reduced by:

" A factor of approximately 10 when the follow-up UT inspection is scheduled
two cycles after peening and subsequent UT inspections are scheduled every
20 years (every two intervals)

" A factor of approximately 9 when the follow-up UT inspection is scheduled
three cycles after peening and subsequent UT inspections are scheduled every
20 years (every two intervals)

The results of the probabilistic analysis of PWSCC on a general hot leg nozzle
support the relieved UT inspection schedules prescribed in Section 4 of this
report. Specifically, the cumulative leakage probability after the hypothetical time
of peening is predicted to be reduced by:

" A factor of approximately 180 when the follow-up UT inspection is
scheduled one cycle after peening and subsequent UT inspections are
scheduled every 10 years (every interval)

" A factor of approximately 150 when the follow-up UT inspection is
scheduled two cycles after peening and subsequent UT inspections are
scheduled every 10 years (every interval)

For both hot and cold leg components, the probabilistic model predicts the rapid
decay of incremental leakage probabilities after peening. Taking into
consideration wastage concerns, the nature of this decay supports the relief of
visual inspection scheduling approximately three cycles after peening.

Many key input or modeling assumptions have been varied for Model Sensitivity
Cases. While the leakage probability predictions are shown to vary for many of
these cases, no case negates the prediction that a peened hot leg component can
maintain a lower probability of leakage with a relieved inspection schedule (as
compared to the unmitigated component). This is due primary to the large
margin of improvement predicted for the base case.

Three Inspection Sensitivity Cases investigate the impact of optional alterations
to the inspection schedule/scope. Inspection Sensitivity Case 2 demonstrates the
importance of a pre-peening UT inspection and Inspection Sensitivity Case 3
predicts a significant added value to a pre-peening ET inspection.
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